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PREFACE 
In recent years a large number of papers dealing with the singular 
perturbation method has been published. However, only some of these publi-
cations refer to the foxindations of this method. 
In this thesis a class of well-known one-dimensional singular pertur-
bation problems is treated in relation with a paper of Eckhaus [5] on the 
foundations of the method of matched asymptotic expansions. 
It is further demonstrated that certain principles underlying the one-
dimensional singular perturbation method can be extended in such a way that 
they serve as a basis for the two-dimensional case. The main reason for 
studying the basic principles of the two-dimensional method is to give an 
analytical description of the so-called "birth of a boundary layer", a 
terminology introduced by Eckhaus [6]. It is a well-known fact that in cer-
tain boundary-layer problems the usual asymptotic solution is singular at 
the extremities of the boundsiry layer, one may say that boundary layers 
originate in such points. This idea is reflected in the title of this the-
sis. 
In the investigation of this type of problems several topics of mathe-
matics are involved such as non-uniform convergence, singular perturbations 
and the maximum principle. In order to obtain an adequate description of 
the structure of boundary layers much attention has to be given to the re-
lationship between these topics. As a result of this approach a complete 
insight into certain types of boundary layer problems is achieved. 
I wish to express my gratitude to the Board of Directors of the 
"Stichting Mathematisch Centrum" for giving me the opportunity to carry out 
the investigations presented in this thesis and for publishing this study. 
Finally, I acknowledge Mrs. S. Hillebrand and Miss 0. de Jong for the 
typing of the manuscript and Messrs D. Zwarst and J. Suiker for the print-
ing and the binding. 
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CHAPTER I INTRODUCTION 
Solutions of singular perturbation problems are often obtained by 
means of heuristic methods, such as coordinate stretching and matching. In 
order to gain understanding in the fundamental aspects of these methods it 
is instructive to study the asymptotic behaviour of explicitly given singu-
lar functions i(i(x,y;e) which converge non-uniformly in a closed domain G of 
the x,y-plane when e tends to zero. 
Eckhaus [5] demonstrated the usefulness of such an approach for functions 
of one variable and a small parameter. It is to be expected that a great 
deal of the results obtained by Eckhaus also hold for functions of two 
variables and a small parameter. However, it appears that some new aspects 
arise which are specific for two-dimensional theory. A part of this mono-
graph is dedicated to these matters. 
The references [lU] and [U] can be considered as introductory studies 
in the field of matched asymptotic expansions in two variables. The first 
paper, which was written by the author, deals with the asymptotic behaviovir 
of the exact solution of an elliptic problem. It exhibits the phenomenon of 
the birth of a parabolic boundary layer. In the second paper Eckhaus stud-
ies an elliptic problem which is related to ordinary boundary layers. This 
paper contains a nvmiber of suggestions for the further investigation of 
the birth of an ordinary boundary layer. 
We shall utilise these informations for the study of implicitly de-
fined singulEir functions (singular perturbation problems). Hereby we re-
strict our investigation to those functions *, which satisfy, linear, ordi-
nary or elliptic, second order differential equations of the type 
(1.1) L $ = eLg* + L^1> = h, 
where L^ is a second order and L. a first order differential operator. 
Furthermore, h is a given function and e a small positive parameter. The 
case where L and L„ are ordinary differential operators provides the star-
ting point of our investigations. 
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In two-dimensional singular perturbation problems, which are known 
from literature, the exact solution converges non-uniformly in the neigh-
boiirhood of a curve which may either be contained in the definition domain 
G or be a paxt of the boundary. These situations are related to free and 
ordinary boundary layers, respectively. For such problems a coordinate sys-
tem (p,e) is introduced in which p is normal to the curve and 6 varies 
along the curve. 
In the present analysis a formal approximation of the solution of 
these problems will be constructed in five distinct steps, as follows: 
1. The coordinate p is stretched by introducing a transformation of the 
type 
(1.2) p = Se", a >_ 0, 
(p,e) = (0,6) at the curve. By transforming equation (l.l) into an 
equation depending on ?, 6 and e, and by letting e tend to zero we 
obtain the degenerated operators L for different values of a: 
lim e^ L = Li"\ 
s-O = ° 
where y is chosen such that the coefficients of L!:^  are 0( 1) in e. 
2. The general solutions' of 
K i> = lim e'^ h^. 
° « ^0 
are constructed. The functions \b are said to be formal limit func-
a 
tions. 
3. The matching principle yields relations, which must exist between the 
integration constants of different formal limit functions. 
k. The boundary conditions are satisfied. The formal limit functions are 
then uniquely determined. 
5. A formal uniformly valid approximation is composed of the formal limit 
functions. 
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Finally, it m\ist be established that this formal approximation does 
indeed approximate the exact solution with a certain degree of accuracy. In 
our approach such a proof is based on the maximum principle for differen-
tial equations (see Protter and Weinberger [30]). 
When Eui approximation, obtained in this manner, exhibits a singularity 
at an isolated point of the curve, it is obvious that stretching must be 
applied to both coordinates p and 6. Thus 
(1.3) p = 5e". e = ne , a,e >_ 0, 
(p,e) = (0,0) at the singular point. In order to achieve a formal uniformly 
valid approximation the same five steps must be passed through. 
Our main objective is to solve the elliptic singular perturbation 
problem of the function $(x,y;e) satisfying (l.l) in a bounded strictly 
convex domain G with given boxmdary values. 
This problem has been the subject of a large number of papers. In 
chronological order we mention Wasow [3^], Levinson [21], Visik and 
Lyustemik [3^], Eckhaus and De Jager [7], Mauss [2U] and [28], Roberts 
[31], Frankema [11] and De Groen [17]. 
In the present monograph two aspects can be distinguished: the study 
of non-uniform convergence of explicitly given fimctions, and, in addition, 
the method of constructing formal approximations of implicitly defined 
functions. These two aspects are, to a certain degree, complementeuiy. 
Therefore, the former can never be used to prove the validity of the lat-
ter. However, the study of non-uniformly converging functions reveals some 
essential features of singular pertvirbation problems, which enables us to 
understand the boundary layer mechanism. 
Some definitions and properties of asymptotic approximations are reviewed 
in chapter 2. In this manner we indicate which concepts of perturbation 
theory are used in the sequel. 
In chapter 3, a summary is given of the paper of Eckhaus [5] which deals 
with the foundation of matched asymptotic expansions in one variable. Only 
those subjects are treated which are important in the present study. In 
k 
section 3.7> the author considers a two-dimensional boundary layer struc-
ture, which can be interpreted in terms of Eckhaus' analysis. 
Chapter U is devoted to a class of solution methods of well-known singular 
perturbation problems. Some seemingly arbitrary procedures in these methods 
are interpreted as natural results from theory discussed in chapter 3. 
Moreover, the validity of the approximating solutions is proved by means of 
the maximum principle. 
In chapter 5, new results are obtained conceraing non-uniform convergence 
of functions of two variables and a small parameter. The use of the method 
is demonstrated for so-called parabolic boundary layers. 
In chapter 6, an analysis of the elliptic problem, mentioned above, is 
made. Besides a complete explanation and description of the singular behav-
iour of the solution, which results in a clear picture of the birth of an 
ordinary boundary layer, we also give the proof of validity of a uniform 
approximation. Moreover, a physiceil application of the elliptic problem is 
discussed. 
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CHAPTER II DEFINITIONS AND PROPERTIES OF ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATIONS 
In the following chapters we will express the order of magnitude of a 
function (li(s;e) (s=x or s=(x,y), 0 < E « 1 ) by means of functions which depend 
only on e. For this purpose we introduce so-called order functions. 
Let 6(e) be a real, positive, continuous function of the real variable e on 
an interval 0 < e ^  E and let lim 6(e) exist, then every function having 
e-»-0 
these properties is said to be an order function. When a comparison between 
two order functions is made, the following notations are used: 
(2.1a) 6. < 6„, if 6/6 is bounded for e -> 0, 
(2-1^ ) '^ls'2' if ^  ^s ' 2 ^ ^ « 2 L ^ ' 
(2.1c) 6, « 6„, if lim 6,/6„ = 0. 
e^O 
The signs = , "^  , "^^ indicate the asymptotic ordering between two samples 
as as as 
of the set of order functions. The relationship between two order functions 
given by such a sign does not imply a same relation with the usual equality 
and inequality signs. It is emphasized that the set of order functions is 
only partially ordered in this manner. 
If 6 = 6„, the functions 6 and 6 are called asymptotically equal, 
I 61S ^ > ^ 
From the set of order functions infinite denumerable subsets can be chosen 
forming a function sequence 6 with the property 
6 ^, « 6^, n = 0, 1, 2, ... . 
n+1 as h > > > 
For any such sequence the following lemma holds. 
Lemma 2.1 Let 6 (e) be a sequence of order functions with the property 
*n4.i o= *„» n = 0, 1, 2, .... 
n+1 as n 
then order functions 6 (e) exist such that 
6 
6* « 6 
as n 
for all n. 
.*/ > . . 
Any order function 6 (e) having this property will be called asympto-
tically equivalent to zero with respect to the sequence 6 (c). Lemma 2.1 is 
closely related to the DiiBois-Reymond theorem [5]. 
Definition 2.1 A function (|)(s;e) is 0(6(e)), if (|>(s;e) is asymptotically 
equal to 6(e) for all values of s in the definition domain. 
Remark This definition differs from the one Landau used: if d> = 6 (e) and 
^ as e 
6 (e) << 6(e), then according to Landau's definition we may say that 
e as 
(t> = 0(6(e)). However, from definition 2.1 it follows that in this case 
«t> * 0(6(e)). 
Definition 2.2 Two functions (|)(s;e) eind (t>-(s;e) are asymptotically equiva-
lent in D, if i|>(s;e) ^ ^ ^Q^^U *Q(s;e) ^ 6^{e) and 
(|)(s;e) - ?Q(s;e) << 6^{e) 
for all s e D. In such a case we write ^ ~ ^.. 
With the aid of these definitions we are able to describe the way to 
in an asymptotic expansion of a function <ti(s;e). 
for all s e D, we construct an approximation of type 
obta When <l)(s;e) = 6„(e) 
as u 
<t>(s;e) r (|)Q(s;e) 6^(6). 
(At this stage we do not study the maimer in which such an approximation is 
obtained.) Further, we introduce the order function 6.(e) satisfying 
6,(e) |g <|>(s;e) - <tiQ(s;e) 6QU). 
The construction of a higher order approximation is achieved, if we find a 
function <j) (s;e) such that 
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(2.2) ()>(s;e) - (t>Q(s;e) 6g(e) ~ <|>^ (s;e) 6,(e). 
If this construction of higher order approximations is continued indefi-
nitely, we obtain the asymptotic series 
00 
<|)(s;e) = I 6j,e) 't'j^ (s;e) + R(s;e), 
m=0 
where R(s;e) = 6 (e) for all s e D smd 6 (e) is asymptotically equivalent 
as 
to zero with respect to the sequence 6 (e) (see Lemma 2.1). 
The following lemma of [5] establishes the asymptotic equivalence of 
<|)(s;e) and the approximation ()> (s;e). 
Lenma 2.2 Let i(i(s;e) and (> (8;e) be continuous functions in D for 
0 < e <^  e , and let both functions be of order 0(1). Then (t>(s;e) and 
((>_(s;e) are asymptotically equivalent if, and only if, the limit 
lim |(|)(s;e) - * (s;e)l = 0 
c->-0 
holds uniformly in D. 
When the limit lim ij>(s;e) = i»)o(s) converges uniformly in D, it is 
e-K) 
easily deduced from lemma 2.2 that an order function 6^(e) exists such that 
|((>(s;e) - 0) ( s ) l = 6 (e) << 1 for a l l s c D, 
w clfS • cLS 
or 
(j>(s;e) = 0)^(3) + 0 ( 6 ^ ) . 
Functions (|>(s;e) which have the property that the limit lim (t>(s;e) exists 
e^O 
and converges uniformly in D are called regular. If the limit converges 
non-uniformly in D the functions (t>(s;e) ewe called singular. For the higher 
order terms (see (2.2)) we have to reconsider this problem, because 
lim ((t)-<|)Q6 )/6. may converge uniformly or non-uniformly independently of 
e-HD 
the course of the foregoing term. 
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In the sequel, we only study the case where (ji(s;e) is a singular function 
for which the non-uniformity occurs near isolated points in a closed inter-
val of the X-axis, if s = x. For s = (x,y) we may have non-uniform conver-
gence near both curves and isolated points in a closed domain of the x,y-
pleuie. 
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CHAPTER III NON-UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OF FUNCTIONS OF ONE VARIABLE 
3.1 SOME ASPECTS OF NON-UNIFORM CONVERGENCE 
It is assumed that <)i(x;c) is a continuous function of x and the para-
meter e in the domain G = {x,e: 0<x^R, 0<e<^ E } and that (D(X) is a contin-
uous function in G = {x: 0<x<_R}. Moreover, the limit 
(3.1) lim C(|>(x;e) - (i)(x)] = 0 
e->-0 
converges non-uniformly in G, and uniformly in G - G., where 
G. = {x: 0^x<A} and A is an arbitrary positive constant. Thus, for any num-
ber q > 0, a number ef^ (q) exists such that |(|)(x;e) - (i)(x)| ^  q, if 
0 < e <_ eQ(q) and A <^  x _< R. 
As a consequence of the non-uniform convergence the upper bound of e 
also depends on the choice of A. This dependence is such that 
lim e (q,A) = 0. 
A-+0 
Of all possible functions eQ(q,x) we chose those (defined for 0 <_ x <_ R and 
0 < q <_ q ) which satisfy the following conditions: 
a. I (ti(xie) - cü(x) I <_ q, if 0 < e <_ EQ(q,x) and 0 < x <_ R, 
b. eQ{q,x) is continuous in q and x, 
c. eQ(q,x) is monotonie increasing in q and x, 
d. lim eQ(q,x) = 0, lim e (q,x) = 0, 
q+-0 X+-0 
e. For any X > 0 values x, within 0 < x, <_ X exist such that 
|(fr(x^ ;e) - (o(x, ) I > q for e = e-(q,x ) + a, where a > 0 is arbitrarily 
small. 
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The functions E-(q,x) satisfying these conditions are particularly 
adapted to describe the behaviour of the non-uniformly converging limit 
(3.1), as we shall verify in the following three points. 
1. |(^ (x,c) - a)(x)| £ q, if 0 < E <^p(q,A), where p(q,A) = min e (q,x). 
A<x<R 
Thus the convergence is indeed uniform for 0 < A ^ x ^ R. 
2. We show that the limit is non-uniform for 0 < x <_ R by assuming the 
opposite. In that case for any q (0<q<q„) a number ij(q) woiild exist 
such that for 0 < e ^  p(q) and 0 < x <^  R relation |(ti(x;e) - Ü)(X) | < q 
would hold. However, for x sufficiently small we would have 
v{q) > er)(l»x), which contradicts condition e. 
3. The existence of functions E (q,x) is easily established by assuming 
the opposite. This would lead to uniform convergence for 0 < x ^ R. 
Moreover, we can prove that any two functions of this set E (q,x) tend 
to zero in the same way: 
ej^^q.x) ej^^q.x) 
lim j ^ \ * 0 sind lim j - \ * 0 
q^O Ej2^q,x) y ^ ^^^H^,^) 
Finally, a lemma is proved that will be of great value in the follow-
ing section. 
Lemma 3.1 Let e^(q,x) be a function with the properties a, ..., e, then 
there exist functions e-(x) with lim — - , r = 0 for all q. 
° x-O ^O^*!'*) 
Proof Let r(x) be a monotonie increasing function with lim r(x) = 0. For 
x>0 
0 •^  «Ip *• ^ 1 i In» *w° possibilities are distinguished: 
x+O ^ 
•j^-^ . u, xnen e^^x; = r^x; e^^qQ th E„( ) ( ) zAci^^-x), 
eQ(42>x) 
x-^ O ^O^'^V^' ° " 
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3.2 EXTENSION THEOREMS 
It appears that the domain of uniform convergence of the limit (3.1) 
can be extended in such a way that the origin also is included. Using the 
properties of non-uniform convergence, as given in the preceding section, 
we will investigate the bounds of the extended domain of convergence. The 
term "uniform convergence" is considered here from another point of view 
than the classical definition. A formiilation is obtained which turns out to 
be appropriate to our case. The following definition will be used: 
Definition 3-1 Let P be a domain of the s,e-space (e>0), containing an 
interval S of the s-space for e = 0. Then we say that the limit 
lim [4i(s;e) - (D(S)] = 0 
e+0 
is uniform in P , if for all values s 
E 
lim [(|)(s;e) - u(s)] = 0 
e-»-0 
s^s, 
independently of the choice of the path in P . 
With the aid of lemma 2.1 the extension theorems 3.1 and 3.2 are 
proved (see [5]). 
Theorem 3.1 Let (|>(x;e) be a continuous function in 
G = {x,e: 0<_x<_R, 0<e<e-}, and let the limit 
lim [(ji(x;e) - io(x)] = 0 
e-»-0 
hold uniformly on the interval 0 < A <_ x ^  R for any value of A and R being 
fixed. Then there exist functions e = e^(x), positive, continuous and mono-
tonic increasing with lim E (x) = 0, such that the limit 
E-+0 
lim [(1)(X;E) - a)(x)] = 0 
e^O 
s, contained in S 
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is uniformly valid in P = {x,e: O^x^R, 0<^E<^E (x)}. 
Theorem 3.2 Let (J)(x;e) be a continuous function in 
G = {x,e: 0<x<R, 0<E_<e }, and let the limit 
lim [<ti(x;£) - u(x)] = 0 
e-»-0 
hold uniformly on the interval 0 < A < _ x < _ B < R for any A, B and R being 
fixed. Then there exist functions e = e (x), as defined in theorem 3.1, and 
moreover, functions E = E ^ ( X ) , positive, continuous and monotonie decreas-
ing with lim ef^(x) = 0, such that the limit 
x+R 
lim [*(x;e) - ü)(x)] = 0 
E->-0 
is uniformly valid in P = {X , E : Ofx£R, Oj^E^min[e ,e ,E ]}. (R may tend to 
infinity.) 
3.3 LIMIT FUNCTIONS 
The non-uniformly converging function (t>(x;E), defined in section 3.1, 
will be studied more precisely. Using theorem 3.1 we obtain an extended do-
main of uniform convergence P = {x,e: 0^x<_R, 0<_E^E (x)}. An inverse func-
tion of e = E^(x) exists, because e = E (x) is continuous and monotonie in-
creasing. Clearly, this inverse function, say 6 (e), is an order function 
with lim 6 „ ( E ) = 0. 
e->0 
It is also possible to introduce an inverse function of E = e»(q,x). Let 
X = 6^^ (e) be this inverse. We easily verify that 6 ^ (e) has the proper-
ties 
1. 6^^ (e) is an order function, 
2. lim SQ^U) = 0 , 0 < 1 1 <lo' 
e->-0 
(q^) (qg) 
3- «0 L *0 • 0 < q^ < q^  ^ q^. 
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Because of the relationship existing between the functions e-(q,x) and 
e (x), the following asymptotic inequality is valid: 
0 as 0 as 
This relation inblies that the set of functions 6 (e) is bounded by the set 
of functions 6^'^^(e). 
When a given function belongs to a set of asymptotically eqiial order 
functions 6(e), other samples of this set are easily constructed by multi-
plying this function by a constant. Therefore, within the domain of uniform 
convergence we may consider a family of paths given by 
(3.2) X = C6(e), 
so that the limit 
(3.3) lim [(ti(x;e) - ü)(x)] = 0 
e+0 
holds along any such path, if 6^ "^ ^ << 6 < 1. Taking the limit (3.3) along 
a path (3.2) is equivalent to the following manipulations of substituting 
(3.2) into (3.3) and letting e -»• 0, while C is kept fixed. We shall use for 
such an operation the notation 
(3.1+) lim [(ti(x;e) - u(x)] = 0. 
? 
The path (3.2) was chosen in the extended domain of convergence of the 
limit (3.'+). On the other hand when the procedure (3.U) is applied to a 
path 
(3.5) X = 5^ <S^ (e) 
i(l) « 
0 as 
the singular function (t)(x;e) is obtained 
without a restriction of type 6„ << 6 , a generalization of the limit of 
0 as V 
lU 
(3.6) lim \^^^^ - f (e ,)] = 0. 
C "^  (E) 
Definition 3.2 We say that for a transformation (3.5) the limit of the 
singular function <^ (x;e) exists, if there exists a non-trivial function 
ij) (C ) and an order function 6 (e) such that (3.6) is satisfied on some 
interval of E . 
V 
Example 3.1 We consider the singular function 
2 2 
<ti(x;e) = (x +2x+2e) + (x+x ) exp(-x/E) and construct its generalized limits 
according to (3.6). We notice that u>(x) = x +2x wad. that for the paths 
- V X = 5 E 
V 
the limit functions are 
i() = 2C , 6 = e^, 0 < V < 1, 
* 
"1»^  = 2 , 6^ = e , V > 1. 
3.U LOCAL ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATIONS 
A limit function ip (? ) can in a certain way be considered as a local 
asymptotic approximation of the singular function ^(x;c). 
Assuming that the limit 
(3.7) lim l^^f^ - ^U)] =0, X = 5 6 (e). 
4^  L6*(E) ^ ^J ^ ^ 
holds uniformly on the interval 0 < A < E <B <•» with A and B arbi-
V — V — V v v 
trarily chosen, we obtain by application of lemma 2.2 
»(X;E) X 
= ö^^^e) « 1, 
as V as 
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Hence 
for A 6 <^  X £ B 6 . When theorem 3.2 (R-*") is applied to (3.7)» an exten-
ded domain of convergence is obtained. Let x = 5 6 (e) = E '^y(^)^y(^) (also 
allowed in 6 = 6 /6 ) be a path in this domain, then an order function 
6^  (e) « 1 exists such that 
v,p as 
<>(x;e) = ^p (|-)6* + 0(6^^)5*) 
for A6 < X < B6 , 0 < A < B < «>. y — — \i' 
3.5 THE MATCHING PRINCIPLE 
With respect to the set of order functions 6 ^ (e) of section 3.3 two 
cases will be distinguished. The set may consist of asymptotically equal 
order functions or it may consist of order functions with the property 
Ui) («ig) 
(3.8) 6Q << 6Q , 0 < q 2 < q i l q o . 
Two examples are given: S\ (e) = qE is a set of asymptotically equal order 
functions, and 6^" (e) = e^ is a set of order fvinctions satisfying (3.8). 
(a) 
In the present analysis we study the case where the bounding sets sV^ (e) 
consist of asymptotically equal order functions. 
The matching principle is contained in the following theorem (for 
proof and details see [5]). It is used to determine unknown constants in 
local approximations of a function ^(x;e) in cases where such a function is 
implicitly defined by differential equations (see example 3.2). 
Theorem 3.3 Let 
(3.9) lim \ ^ r ^ - \ U^ )1 = 0, 
^1 ^1 
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and 
(3.10) lim m ^ - r U )] = 0. 
E U (e) '^2 ^2 J 
^ ^2 
where x = C 6 ( e ) = 5 6 (e). 
^ ^1 ^2 ^2 
*(1 2) Then an order function 6 * (e) << 1 exists such that for 
6 ^ ^^  
*(1 2) ^2 6 ' << ^ — << 1 the following relation holds: 
as 6 as ° 
1 
(3.11) lim 
V, 6 
— ^ * ( ^ E ) 
6 1^ *v, ^ 
V 1 
lim - ^ ^ ( T ^ C ) 
6 2^ \ ^ 
X = £ 6 (e), 6 << 6 << 6 \i V Vg as u as V, 
Both limits must exists and be non-trivial. 
Example 3.2 The function ij)(x;e) has the following properties: 
1, lim [<|>(x;e) - a)(x)] = 0, a)(x) = li£-|ï for x > 0, 
e-»-0 1+x 
i-l i m 1 ^ - ii< (? ) 
V V 
0, X = 5^ £ , 0 < V < 1, 
where il) (C ) = C C and 6* = e^, 
lim [^--C/Si)] =0, 
1^ «^1 
X = C^e. 
1/?, 
where ^^iE•^) = ^i^i^ ^ + C and 6* = e. 
Applying theorem 3.3 to two limit functions i)< and i> , 
^1 ^2 
0 < v^ < Vp < 1, we obtain C = C = C, so for all 0 < v < 1 we have 
^1 2 
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C = C. Matching Ü)(X) and ^ , where v is chosen such that the condition 
-^ (1 2) ° . . . . 6^ ' ' « 6 << 1 of theorem 3.3 is satisfied, yields C = 2. Finally, 
as V as 
matching iji- and ip of the set 0 < v. < 1, where v is chosen such that 
^(1 2) ^ 
6 ' « 6./Ö << 1 is satisfied, leads to the result 
as 1 V. as 
C, = C = C = 2, C„ = 0. 1 V 0 
3.6 UNIFORMLY VALID ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATIONS 
We will apply the resTolts just obtained for the construction of an 
asymptotic approximation of a singular function which holds uniformly in 
the definition domain of this function. It is assumed that the function 
(|>(x;e), defined in G = {x;e: 0^ x<_R, 0<_e<_e }, is continuous in x and e. 
To begin with we determine the function a)(x) satisfying 
(3.12) lim [(t)(x;E) - a)(x)] = 0, x = C 6 , 6^,*^^ « 6 < 1. 
- vv' O a s v a s 
V 
According to definition 3.2 a limit function ^ {E ) can be introduced that 
satisfies 
(3.13) lim 
5.. 
r ^ - 1)1 (? )T= 0, X = C 6 , 6 < 1, ( ) V V J V v' V as 
6.(E) 
Obviously, the limit functions i)/ (C ) corresponding to the paths x = C 6 
(6: <<6 < 1) can also be obtained from the function Ü)(X), because (3.12) 
^ 0 as vas 
converges uniformly along these paths, so 
w(C 6 ) s(i) « (3.Ut) lim V^=i)'(5), 6^^^' « 6 < 1. 
.* '^v V ' 0 as V as 
E 6 
V V 
Continuing with (3.13) a limit function I|J.,(CI) is defined by 
J-K-^(?l)] =0. -=?1^. Sïs^ J"^ -
1^ *1 
Furthermore, we apply theorem 3.3 so that for an appropriately chosen order 
function 6 (e) we find the relation 
^1 
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(3.15) lim 
E.. 
"6* 6 
/ * i '<V lim C. 
^\^ 6 
T-^V(6^V 
_ W 1 v^ *^  
, 6., « 6 < 6 << 1. 1 as u as V. as 
If 6 is sufficiently close to 6 in order of magnitude it is allowed to 
^1 
take the path x = 5 6 (e), 6 (e) 5 6 (e), and (3.15) then transfonns into 
(3.16) lim 
r.* 6 
•^ 1 ^1 
V 
iC U ). 
^1 ^1 
1 1 
Combination of (3.1**) and (3.l6) yields the relation 
(3.17) lim °1 1^ 
1 1 
"I» (C ) = lim 
E.. 1^ 1^ 
1 
^K\^ 
Applying theorem 3.3 to the l imi t function i|;-(C-), we obtain 
lim fe-l'/Ci)] = 0, 
^ ' ^ 
X = 5 6 , s[^^ « 6 < 6, . V v ' 1 as V as 1 
Once more a limit function is introduced, 
lim 
E 2 «2 
^-^2(52)]=0, x=C262. «2as*S (q) 
Similar to (3.17) we have the relation 
I--* 6 
(3.18) lim f 'H \' 2 2 5 
^2 
4--''i(-r^ ) 
6- « 6 « 6 , . 
2 as v„ as 1 
Continuation of the procedure leads to a denumerable sequence of limit 
functions '/'_(5_). This sequence ends with the construction of a limit func-
tion '('„(?„) of which the corresponding limit. 
(3.19) lim 
E_ 
^ - ^ iE ) 
„* '^m m 
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holds uniformly for 5 >_ 0 and 0 f. e £ e . Finally, the function ^Ax;e) is 
introduced, which is a composition of the foregoing limit functions: 
(3.20) *^(x;e) = .(x) - ^  (^ )< * I ^^if-)^^ - "f ,^ J T ^ K ' 
1 V. 1 n=1 n n=1 n+1 v ^, n+1 1 n+1 
In [5] it is shown that ((i_(x;e) approximates the function i^ (x;e) uni-
formly on the interval 0 £ x ^  R. It means that for 0 f_ x- ^ R the limit 
(3.21) lim [<j)(x;e) - *Q(x;e)] = 0 
e-*-0 
x+x, 
is vaiid along all paths contained in the domain 
P = {x,e: 0<x<R, 0<_e<_e (x)} and ending at (x,e) = (x^,0). 
From lemma 2.2 we deduce that because of the uniform convergence of (3.21), 
(r) there exists an order function 6]j (e) such that 
U(x;e)-*Q(x;E)| l^6\-he) « L 
(r) 
We introduce a function ^ (x;e), 
<Kx;e) = <^ o(xie) + 65^^E)*J^^x;e). 
and proceed in the same way as for (t>(x;e) in order to construct an approxi-
mation for (|)1: (x;e). Let (ti,(x;e) be an approximation of ^ (x;e) which is 
uniformly valid for 0 f_ x £ R, then we obtain the expression 
*(x;e) = <|.Q(x;e) + 6 j ^ \ E)*^ (X;E) + 6^'"^5^^ (x;e). 
This procedure can be continued indefinitely, 
Remark When in (3.19) m = 1, the restilts of this section provide a justi-
fication of the matching procedure frequently applied in boundary layer 
problems. For m = 2, 3, ... this study represents a justification of the 
so-called multiple boundary layer theory. 
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Example 3 .3 We a n a l y s e t h e behav iou r of t h e func t ion iti(x;E), de f ined in 
G = { x , e : 0<x, 0<e.<c } , 
* ( X ; E ) = (x2+xE-1) + ( 2 + x / E ) e - * / " + e ' ^ ^ / ^ ' + e'^""*'^^'. 
The reader will observe that every substitution of the form x = ? 6 (e) 
yields <t.(x;E) =^ 6;(E) =^ 6*(E) =^ 1. 
Generally, limit functions satisfying (3.13) will be called equiva-
ic it ii 
lent, if there exists an order function 6 (e) such that S = & for all 
V as 
transformations of type x = ^^^^i^)- In such a case the representation of 
the matching principle and the construction of a composite expansion can be 
simplified, as we will see in the present example. 
We observe that 
2 
lim [(t)(x;e) - tü(x)] = 0, Ü)(X) = X -1 for x > 0, 
e-^ 0 
and that the limit 
lim [*(x;e) - '('^ (C^ )] = 0, x = C^e", 
V 
has as co r r e spond ing l i m i t f u n c t i o n s 
^JEJ = -1 (0<v< l ) , 
<l',(Ci) = -1 + (2+?^)e ( v = l ) , 
l^^(?^) = 1 ( l<v<2) , 
i|<2(?2) = 1 + e " ( v=2 ) , 
'l'y(5^) = 2 (v>2) . 
Formulae ( 3 . l 8 ) and (3 .21 ) t r a n s f o r m i n t o 
(3 .22 ) l im I\>JEJ = l im * J C J , 
n n , ^_ n-1 n - i 
^n ^n-1 
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m m-1 
(3.23) 't'o(x;e) = u)(x) - ai(o) + l ^J~) - l D'^(O), 
n= 1 n n= 1 
For this example (3.23) becomes 
-C, -2S *Q(X;C) = X^ - 1 + (2+e^)e ^ + '2 e 
3.7 A SPECIAL CASE OF NON-UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OF FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIA-
BLES 
We assume that the function (j)(x,y;e), defined in 
G = {x,y,£: 0^x£R, -Rjfy^ R, 0<e^e }, is continuous in x, y and E, and that 
•^(x.y), defined in G = {x,y: 0<x^R, -R_5y_^ R} is continuous in x and y. More-
over, it is assumed that 
(3.2U) lim [*(x,y;e) - ü)(x,y)] = 0 
£^ *0 
converges non-uniformly in G and uniformly in G - G , where 
G. = {x,y: 0^x<A, - R ^ ^ R ) and A is an arbitrary positive number. 
Let s be a vector with components x and y, s = (x,y), then (3.2U) changes 
into 
lim [I()(S-,E) - u(s)] = 0. 
e+0 
In a similar manner as in section 3.1 we define functions e^(q,s) 
satisfying the conditions 
a. liji(s;e)-a)(s)|<_q for 0 < e <_ E-(q,s) and 0 < x <_ R, -R <_ y <_ R, 
b. e (q,s) is continuous in q, x, and y, 
c. E_(q,s) is monotonie increasing in q and x, 
d. lim e_(q,s) = 0 and lim e (q,s) = 0 , -R < y^  * R» 
q->-0 s-+(0,y^) 
e. let x = x(X), y = y(X) be an arbitrary path along which a point 
(x(0),y(0)) = (0,y-) is approached, and let x be monotonie non-de-
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* 
creasing for 0 f_ A <^  A . Then for an arbitrary small A > 0 values A 
exist with 0 < X < X such that |(ti(s(A ),e) - u)(s(X ))| > q for 
e = e (q,s(X )) + a, where a is a positive etrbitrarily small niimber. 
Lemma 3.2 Let e^(q,s) be a fiuiction with properties a, ..., e, then there 
exist functions E (x) such that 
. ^o(^) 
lim ^ I \ = 0 , 0 < q < q„, -R < y. < R, e T^TT)  ' ' ' u - 1 ^0' " - ^1 -s-'-(0,y^ ) 0^  
independently of the path chosen in the domain 0 ^  x ^  R, -R ^  y ^  R. 
Proof For 0 < q^ < q. j^ q. we may have that 
^O^qg.s) 
lim — 7 r * 0, y, € r, 
s-(0.y,)VV^ ' ' 
or 
en(qp.s) 
s-(0,y2) 'o^^l'^^ 2 2 1 2 
It appears that the function E (s) = r,(s)E (r_(s),s) satisfies the condi-
tion of the lemma. The functions r-(s) and r_(s) are positive and continu-
ous, r2(s) <_ q^ for all s, 
s->-
lim r,(s) = 0 for y, e r, 
and 
lim r„(3) = 0 for y. e r_. 
^(O.y^) ^ 2 ^ 
Theorem 3.^ Let 41(5;E) be a continuous function, defined in 
G = {S,E: 0<X<R, -R<y<R, 0<e<^ E } and let the limit 
lim [((i(s;e) - Ü)(S)] = 0 
e+0 
hold uniformly in G - G , where G = {x,y: 0<x<A, -R<y<R} and A is an arbi-
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trary positive number. Then there exist functions e = e (s), positive, con-
tinuous in X and y, monotonie increasing in x with lim ^n^^^ ~ ^' such 
that the limit s^(0,y^) 
(3.25) lim [(ti(s;e) - a)(s)] = 0 
e+0 
is uniformly valid in P = {s,e: 0<_x<R, -R<y<R, 0<_E£e (s)}. 
Proof The main lines of the proof of theorem 3.1 are followed. The func-
ions E (s) are determined with the aid of lemma 3.2. We consider an arbi-
trary path in the domain P , which ends in a point (s,e) = (s^,0), where 
• ^ ^ • 
s-. = (x^,y,), 0 ^  X £ R, -R i. y^ ^ R. On such a path a sequence of points 
Q ( E ,s,+a ) is defined which has a limit of type lim E = 0 and 
Til m 1 m ^„ m 
m+«° 
lim a = (0,0). Moreover, there exists a sequence q^  with lim q^ = 0. For 
m+°° '" n+«' 
any n a domain fi = {x,y: 0<x£g^(y), -R_^ _^ R} exists in which 
-oK'tL 
eo(s) 
C—'-^-~~~~ 
X 
•5» 
-R gJTT 
fig. 3.1 
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Let r = {x,y: x=g (y)} be the boundary of Q , then we define the numbers 
^On = f " "^0^^)' "on = f "^  " o K ' ^ ) ' ^^On-V^" 
n n 
* . — * 
The number m is chosen such that e < e„ for m > m . For these values of 
n m — On — n 
m we may have the following 
e^ lÊQ(s^+aJ 1 EQ(q^,s^+oJ, if s^  + a^ e £i^ , 
e "^  ^ A * ^A "^  Eo(q_ s,+o ), m — On — On — 0 Ti, 1 m if s. + a ^ n . 1 m n 
In both cases is E < E.(q_,s,+o ) for m > m , which agrees with definition 
m — O T i l m — n 
3.1 of uniform convergence. 
We assimie that x = 6). (y>E) is the inverse function of e = E (q,x,y) 
and that x = 6 (y,E) is the inverse function of E = E (x,y). These inverse 
functions belong to sets of order functions having the following proper-
ties: 
a. lim 6j^'l^y,E) = 0, lim I (y,e) = 0, 
E+0 E+0 
(qj (qg) 
b. 6Q (y.E) <^ 6^ (y,e) for 0 < qg < q^  <. q^, 
c. 6^"^^y,e) << 6Q(y,E) for all 0 < q <. q^. 
Thus we may say that (3.25) holds uniformly for 56 (y,E) < x < R, 
Ü / \ 
-R _f^  y ^ R, where E is some positive constsint and 6 J^ (y.£) « 6 (y,e) < 1 
U &S U CIS 
f o r £LL1 0 < q £ qQ. 
Let t h e func t i on ijj (C»y) s a t i s f y t h e l i m i t 
(3 .26 ) l im ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ - * (5 .y) 0, x = c^6^(y.e). 6^ <3 1. 
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Definition 3.3 The limit of the singular function <t)(x,y;e) as given in 
this section exists, if there exists a non-trivial function \ii (C ,y) suid an 
order function 6 (e), such that (3.26) holds for some E • 
Using the method of constructing a uniformly valid approximation of 
(^(s;e), as applied in the preceding sections, we obtain 
Hs;c) = *O(S;E) + s\'^\eH''jhs;z), 
where (j>_(s;e) has a same composition of terms as in (3.20), except that we 
now have terms of the type u(x,y), i|) (7—7 r,y) and iji (7—7 v,y) • 
•'^  '•" ^n 5^(y,e)" '^ n^  6^ (y.E)"' 
V 
In most applied mathematical problems the order functions 6 (y,e) smd 
6 (y»Ë) are independent of y. An exception in this respect is contained in 
V 
Mahony [22], who introduced a transformation of the type 
xk(y) = 6 E + 0(x), which is an indication for the direction of the 
greatest rate of change in the boundary layer portion of the approximation, 
Example 3.k We observe that for the function 
(t.(x,y;e) = (l+y^+x/e) exp( , "^ ) + 1 + x^ 
(y^y^+E)e 
the limit 
(3.27) lim [i(>(x,y;e) - u)(x,y)] = 0, ü)(x,y) = 1 + x^, 
E+-0 
holds uniformly in the greater part of the domain 0 <_ x <^  R, -R <^  y £ R. 
2 
However, for x = 0 we have it>(0,y;E) = 2 + y , so the function (j>(x,y;E) will 
change suddenly near x = 0 for small values of E ((3.27) converges non-imi-
formly near x = 0). 
Applying the extension theorem we obtain a uniform convergence of (3.27) 
for X = 5^6^, 0 <_ |y| j^R, where 6^*^ << 6^ < 1, 6^ ^^ ^ =^ (y^+e)e. Further, 
the limit function iJ>^ (Ci>y) is introduced by 
(3.28) lim [(i,(x,y;E) - *.(?.,y)] = 0, x = E,&Ay,e), 6.(y,e) = &''J^hy,t), 
. II 1 1 I as 0 
^1 
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2 -^ 1 
sothatil'/C^.y) = {1+y (l+?i)} exp(-2^) + 1. 
y +1 
The limit (3.28) holds uniformly for E-, i 0. Finsaiy, the uniformly valid 
approximation appears to have the form 
*Q(x,y;e) = (l+x^) + {l+y^d+e^)} exp(-2^), E^ = 
y'+l ' (y2+e)e 
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CHAPTER IV APPROXIMATIONS OF IMPLICITLY DEFINED FUNCTIONS 
U.l INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
In chapter 3 we have analyzed the behaviour of a singular function and 
have obtained results concerning the foundations of the matching principle 
and the construction of composite approximations. These results have been 
derived for explicitly given functions. However, the purpose of the match-
ing principle is to use it for implicitly defined functions in order to 
determine unknown constants and to construct uniformly valid expansions. 
Nevertheless, from the preceding chapters we have obtained a complete in-
sight into the structure of singular functions. 
Our aim is to apply this knowledge in singular perturbation theory, 
we shall consider both ordinary and elliptic differential equations with a 
small parameter contained in the highest derivatives. Here a new aspect 
arises, namely that we have to prove the loniform validity of the composite 
approximation of an implicitly defined function. This leads to the necessi-
ty of providing an estimate of the accuracy of the approximation. By means 
of the maximum principle some theorems concerning this type of estimates 
are proved. Erdelyi [9] and O'Malley [23] also give such theorems for the 
ease of ordinary differential equations. Their proofs are based on the 
method of successive approximations. It will appear that by our approach 
the accuracy of more complicated linear problems can also be determined 
(see chapter 6). 
In this chapter we compare the formal singular perturbation procedure 
with the results obtained for the exact solution which we are supposed to 
be explicitly given (chapter 3). We will show that for certain classes of 
differential equations the solution of the limit equation equals the limit 
of the exact solution as E + 0 (theorems U.h, h.J amd 't.10). 
k.2 THE INITIAL VALUE PROBLEM FOR AN ORDINARY SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION 
We consider the function I|I(X;E), defined on the interval 0 <_ x <_ 1, 
satisfying the differential equation 
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(i».l) L * = EL ((. + L^* = h(x), O < e « 1, 
where L„ and L- denote the linear differential operators 
dx 
^ =^(^) |r* V^)' 
The coefficients a., a,, b , b. and h are three times continuously differ-
entiable. Furthermore, we ass\ime that Ea_(x) + b_(x) £ 0 and b (x) > 0 on 
the complete interval. The function I)I(X,E) has the initial values 
(l+.2a) <(I(0;E) = p(e) = p^, PQ * °' 
(U.2b) (ti'(0;E) = q(e) = q_ie"\ 
This problem can be solved with the usual singular perturbation method 
as we shall see later. However, an asymptotic solution obtained that way 
only holds formally. In order to prove the consistency of this asymptotic 
solution (with the exact solution) we have to use other concepts. It 
appears that the maximum principle provides a starting-point for such a 
proof. 
We formulate the maximum principle for the above mentioned problem as 
follows: 
If L V(x;e) >_ 0 for a < x < b and V(x;e) takes a maximum value M (>_0) at 
X = X- (a<x.<b), then V(x;e) = M. When eaQ(x) + b (x) ^  0, M is zero. 
For several applications of the maximum principle the reader is referred to 
[30]. In the following lemma the functions I()(X;E), so-called barrier-func-
tions, eire introduced. 
Lemma k.1 Let the twice to x continuously differentiable functions *(x;e) 
and iji(x;e) satisfy within 0 < x < 1 the relation |L $| <_ L iji with L as in 
{k.^), and let |*(0;e)| <_*(0;e), |*^(0;e)| <.*^(0;e), then 
|$(x;e) I <_ i()(x;e) within 0 <_ x <^  1. 
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Proof Considering the function V(X;E) = ij;(x;e) - *(X;E) we notice that 
V(0;E) >_ 0, V (0;e) >_ 0, and L V >_ 0 for 0 < x < 1. 
First we will prove that 
{k.3) V(x;e) = I|)(X;E) - *(x;e) >_ 0, 0 1 x <_ 1. 
Taking an arbitrary point x^^ (0<x„<l) we observe that according to the maxi-
mum principle the function V(x;e) cannot have a positive maximum on the 
open interval 0 < x < x_. So the maximum must occur at either x = 0 or at 
X = x„. Since V (0;E) > 0 we conclude that the maximum can only occur at O x ' — 
X = x_. Thus V(x ;e) >_V(0;e) ^  0 for any 0 < XQ < 1. Similarly it is pro-
ved that for the function W(x;e) = ij;(x;e) + $(x;e) the following relation 
holds 
{k.k) W ( X ; E ) = IJ;(X;E) + $(x;e) >_ 0, 0 1 x <_ 1. 
Inequalities (U,3) and (k.k) complete the proof of lemma U.I. 
The barrier-function ifi(x;e) gives a bound for the absolute values of 
*(x;e) on the interval 0 <_ x <^  1, 
The procedtire of estimating the remainder term of an approximation of 
<ti(x;e) satisfying (U.l) and (U.2) consists of the construction of an appro-
priate barrier-function, which is achieved in the following theorem. 
Theorem k.1 Let Z ( X ; E ) , defined on the interval 0 <_ x £ 1, satisfy the 
differential equation 
L^Z(x;e) = h(x;e) 
with L as in (U.l), and have the initial values Z(0;e) and Z ( 0 ; E ) . 
If |z(0;e)| <_ me "", |Z^(0;E)| <_ me^^ g^g^ |h(x;e)| <^  me ^ for O <_ x <^  1, -. '^ eind |h(x;e)  <^  me -* 
then a real number K independent of x and e exists such that 
|z(x;e) I <_ Kme , a = min(p^,H2,ij ), 0 <_ x _< 1. 
Proof Let s be a number that satisfies the inequalities s > 1, 
ea^(x) + b^(x) >_ 1/s and eaQ(x) + bg(x) >_ -s, then ii)(x;e) = me" exp(2s2x) 
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is a barrier-function for Z(x;e). It turns out that iii(0;e) = me >_ me ^ , 
. 2 ex u? iji (0;E) = 2ms E >_ mE ^  and 
L I|)(X;E) >_ (Us E+2/3S -s)me" exp(2s x) >_ me" >_ mE ^ ^  |L Z(X;E)|. Applica-
tion of lemma U.I leads to the estimate |z(x;e)| <_Kme . 
This theorem can be interpreted in the following way: 
if Z(0;E) = 0(e^^), Z (0;e) = 0(e^2) gnd L Z(X;E) = 0(E 3) on the interval 
0 I X <_ 1, then Z(X;E) = O(E™^'^^^1'^2.1^3^) on this interval. 
Let <(i (x;e) represent an approximation of a function ^(x;e). Then substi-
tution of i()(x;e) = (|) (x;e) + Z(x;e) in (U.I) leads to the inhomogeneous 
app 
equation L Z(x:e) = -L <ti + h(x). Further, estimation of the right-hand 
e ^ ' ' e app ^ 
side of this equation and the initial values of Z(x;e) yields the neces-
sary information to apply theorem U.I. 
Now we pay attention to the construction of an approximation of ())(x;e) 
satisfying (U.l) and (U.2). As we have mentioned before, the singular per-
t\irbation method is usually applied to solve such problems. We will give an 
outline of the method and a proof of the validity of the approximation 
which is obtained in this way. Let 
(U.5) <t>(x;e) = Ug(x) + Z^(X;E) 
where U (x) satisfies the reduced equation of (U.l) 
L^UQ = h(x), 
fx rx b (X) 
U^(x) = C, + J ^ e x p { - J _ ^ d x } 
X „(x h(x)-CQbQ(x) _ 
— dx. 
b^(x) 
We observe that U (x) generally does not satisfy both initial conditions, 
so approximation (U.5) cannot be valid near x = O. The local coordinate E 
is introduced 
(U.6) x = EC. 
Substitution of (U.6) in L leads to the operator expansion 
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(U.7) EL^ = Mg + EM^ + E^M^ , 
d5 
M, = (a^(0)+ b'(0)) 1^ + bo(0), 
M_ is a first order differential operator containing the truncated terms of 
the operator expansion. We suppose that for 0 £ x £ KE with K an arbitrari-
ly large positive number independent of E another approximation will hold 
(U,8) *(X;E) = V Q ( 0 + EV^(0 + Z^(x;e), x = 5E, 
where V (C) and V.(5) satisfy the equations 
V l =M,VQ + h(0), (U,9) MQVQ = 0, 
and have the initial values 
\(0) = PQ, V^(0) = 0, 
de = q 5=0 -1' 
dV^ 
d5 
= 0. 
5=0 
For V (5) we have 
-q 1 -b,(0)5 
-1 
* (po*^7öy)» 
a similar expression holds for V,(5). 
Through the matching condition 
lim VQ(5) = lim UQ(X) 
5-+C0 x+0 
the value of C is determined: C_ = p^ + q -/b,(0). For the following theo-
rem it is assumed that S-(5) and S-(5) represent the non-exponential terms 
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of V (5) and V (5). In this theorem the validity of a (formal) composite 
solution is demonstrated. 
Theorem U.3 Let the function ij>(x;e), defined on the interval 0 £ x £ 1, 
satisfy the differential equation L <t>(x;E) = h(x) and have the initial 
values 
*(0;e) = P(E) = PQ, PQ " ° 
<l'jj(0;e) = q(e) = q_^c~ . 
It is then possible to approximate the function it>(x;Ë) by 
*(x;e) = UQ(X) + {VQ(5) - 3^(5)) + ZQ(x;e), x = 5E, 
where ZQ(x;e) = 0(E) for 0 £ x £ 1. 
Proof 
(U.11) (t.(x;e) = UQ(X) + {VQ(5) - SQ(5)} + {V^(5) - S^(5)}E + ZQ(X;E), 
Z (x;e) is a uniformly bounded function, because of the boundedness of <|i, 
U , VQ-S- and V -S^. Substitution of (U,1l) in (U.l) yields 
(U.12) LZp(x;e) = -eKQ(x;e), 
KQ(x;e) = LgUg + M^(V^-S^) + ^ ^(VQ-SQ) + eM2(V^-S^), 
From the boundedness of K^(x;e) it follows that L Z = 0(e) for 0 <_x <_ ^. 
The initial values of Z are Z.(0;e) = 0 ( E ) and Z (0;e) = 0( E ) , Applying 
theorem U,1 we conclude that Z (x;e) = 0(E) on the interval 0 _< x <^  1. 
Finally, it follows from the boundedness of V -S that 
((>(x;e) = UQ(X) + VQ(x/e) - SQ(X/E) + Z^(x;e), where ZQ(X;E) = 0(e). 
The foregoing analysis leads to the solution of the singular perturba-
tion of the initial value problem, as established in the literature. This 
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method contains some more or less arbitrarily chosen steps such as the way 
of introducing the boundary layer coordinate 5 = X/E and the matching pro-
cedure . 
Our task is to show the deeper meaning of these seemingly arbitrary 
steps. Inspired by the results, which we obtained for explicitly given 
functions, we came to the following procedure of constructing a formal ap-
proximation. 
a. All degenerations of the differential operator L are taken into con-
sideration. Substitution of x = 5 6 (e) into L ((>(x;e) = h(x) changes 
the equation into 
2 
(U.13) L * E e6"2 ^  + £6"'' aAE & ) ^ •*• ea„(5 6 )<^  + 
e V ,.2 V 1 V V d5 0 v v 
d5^ V 
+ 6"''b,(5 « ) 41- + b„(5 6 )(t. = h(5 6 ). V 1 V V d5 0 V v ^ V V 
V 
Both sides of (U.13) are multiplied by an order function 6 (e) such 
/ \ / \ V 
that lim 6 L = L„ , where L„ denotes a differential operator of 
^„ V e 0 0 ^ 
e+O 
the first or second order with coefficients of order 0(l). 
b. A formal limit function is defined as follows. 
Definition U.l We say that for transformation x = 5 6 (e) a formal limit 
— ^ V V 
function i\i (E ) exists, if there exists a non-trivial solution of 
(U.lU) LJ,"^!; (5 ) = h (5 ), h (5 ) = lim 6*(E)h(5 6 ) 
0 V V V V V V V V V 
E^O 
on some interval of 5 . 
^v 
In this way the formal limit function is determined with the exception 
of the integration constants. 
c. For two paths sufficiently close to each other the corresponding for-
mal limit functions have to match. Let x = 5 6 and x = 5 .6 . 
_ V V v+A v+A 
(6 ., << 6 ). Then the order function 6 << 1 exists such that the 
v+A as V V as 
3U 
following relation holds 
(U.15) lim 
5.. 
-6* 6 -
— * (T^ ? ) 
6 V 
>- y 
lim 
5., 
r- * 
•5 . 6 
.ylÈ. IjJ (_J^ r ) 
-* %+A^6 , ^ y^ 
6 v+A 
>- y 
X = 5 6 ( E ) , y y' " 6 , << 6 << 6 , 
v+A as y as v' 
if 6 « 6 ./6 < 1. 
V as v+A V as * * * 
At this stage the order functions 6 , 6 . and 6 are unknown. Condi-
° v' v+A y 
tion (U.I5) yields relations that must exist between the integration 
constants of the formal limit functions and between the order func-
tions 6 and 6 ,. 
V v+A 
One of the formal limit functions satisfies the initial conditions, 
(U.16) iJ-^ (O) = PQ» 
V° 
By these conditions the formal limit functions li (5 ) and the order func-
* V V 
tions 6 are determined uniquely. 
Let x = 5 6 ( e ) b e a path in the domain 0 < x < 1. For 6 = 1 we have V V _ _ — — V as 
the formal limit function w(x) satisfying L,a)(x) = h(x), 
(U.I7) ü)(x) = CQ + 
X fX b„(x) 
exp{ 
0 J-b,(x) 
h(x)-CQbQ(x) _ 
dSc} . —2 "Ix, 
b/x) 
For 6 << 1 the reader is referred to table I where we summarize the re-V as 
suits of a, b, c and d for the initial value problem. 
e. Finally a formal uniformly valid asymptotic approximation is composed 
of the formal limit functions: 
m m-1 
(U.18) <t.o(x;£) = I *„U/6J«„- I \ (x/6^ ) \ (.C=u.). 
n=0 n=0 n+1 n+1 n+1 
This composition of terms is suggested by the results we obtained for 
explicitly given functions (see formula (3.20)). 
{i|/ ;n=0,m} denotes the smallest subset of limit functions from which 
Table I 
V 
5^ = 1 
Oas 
£<<6 « 1 
as v.as 
6 = E 
las 
1 
'S <<6, Vgas 1 
a 
r 
V 
1 
6 
6 
1 
E 6 
^2 
^^ ^^  
b^(x)^bg(x) 
^(°>d5 
1^ 
d5i ^ 1 
d2 
< 
b 
'^v 
>I'Q=<«)(X) 
"ip = C 
^1 ^ 
-bi(0)5^ 
^1=D,e +E^ 
i|/ =G 5 +F 
V2 V2V2 V2 
c 
matching 
relations 
6*=6* 0 v^ 
* * 
6 =6_ 
v^ C 
* * 
6 =6, 
1^ ' 
6*=6* 
' ^2 
V2 F 
C =C 0 v^ 
C =C 
^v^^l 
°1-^^1=^2 
F =F. *) 
'2 
G =0 
^2 
d 
* 
6 
V 
1 
1 
1 
1 
integration 1 
constants 
<^ 0==1 
^ , - , 
D^=-q_^/b^(0) 
%=°1*^1 
G =0 
^2 
Another possibility is G = G, F = 0, 6 = 6 6 . However, this is excluded, because 
V/1 
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all the other limit functions can be derived (by substitution of the 
proper local coordinates and by letting e tend to zero). 
The order function 6 (e) determines the corresponding paths 
X = 5 6 (E). The set {üi , n=0,m-l} denotes the set of matching 
^n n ^ +1 
terms. 
For the initial value problem is m = 1. 
Comparing the method of solution we followed and the usual singuleir 
perturbation solution we observe that both methods are formal and that the 
methods differ as far as it concerns the description of the types of formal 
limit functions that can arise. By application of theorem U.l we showed 
that in the case of the usual method the formal composite solution indeed 
approximates the exact solution (theorem U.3). 
In the following theorem it is demonstrated that the adjective "formal" 
could be omited in an earlier stage: every formal limit function arising in 
step b. appears to be identical to a limit function of the exact solution. 
Theorem U,U For the function (|>(x;e) satisfying the initial value problem 
(U,l), (U.2ab), the formal limit functions i|) (5 ), defined in b, c and d, 
are identical to the limit functions i|; (5 ) defined by 
lim 
5. 
*(5^6^;E) 
— 'i',,(C 
6* " ^ 
V 
0. 
V 
Proof From theorem U.3 it follows that 
(U,19) *(x;e) = ((.g(x;e) + Z^(x;e), 
where Z (x;e) is 0(c) uniformly for 0 <_ x ^  1 and (> is given in (U.l8). 
Applying the definition of limit functions we obtain 
lim [^g(x) -^^ (x) + ^ ^(x/e) + Z^(x;e) - ^JiJ^ = 0, x = 5^6^. 
V 
I t t u r n s out t h a t ii (5 ) = * (5 ) fo r a l l 6 < 1. 
'^ v V ^v V V as 
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As a direct consequence of this theorem we may conclude that the 
matching conditions for the formal limit functions are well-posed (step c), 
because these relations also hold for the limit functions of the exact so-
lution, as proved in theorem 3.3. A same argument applies to the construc-
tion of the formal composite function (U.17), 
In applied mathematical problems we frequently meet the supposition 
that the solution of the limit equation equals the limit of the exact solu-
tion. In this section we have proved by means of rigorous analysis that 
this supposition is correct for the initial value problem (U.l), (U.2). 
U.3 THE BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM FOR AN ORDINARY SECOND ORDER DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATION 
An analysis of the mathematical foundations of the singular perturba-
tion method for the boundary value problem will show a great resemblance to 
the initial value problem of section U.2. Again we study the function 
<t>(x;E), defined on the interval 0 ^ x ^ ^, satisfying the differential 
equation 
(U.20) L^* E eLg* + L^* = h(x), 0 < e « 1, 
under the same consitions as in (U.l). However, b.(x) may now be either 
positive or negative on the interval. For b-(x) > 0 we expect a boundary 
layer near x = 0 and for b,(x) < 0 one near x = 1 (see lemma U.3). For the 
function <^(x;e) we have the following boundary values 
(U.21a) <^(0;e) = P(E) = p^, 
(U.21b) *(1;£) = q(£) = q^. 
First, the maximum principle is applied for the boundary value prob:-
lem. Besides the possibility of proving the validity of the asymptotic 
solution, we are also able to determine the location of the boundary layer 
with this principle (lemma U.3). 
Pn * 0, 
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Lemma U.2 Let the twice continuously differentiable functions <P(x;e) and 
i|)(x;e) satisfy 
I L $1 < - L ij) 
' E ' — £ 
with L being given in (U.l), and 
|*(0;e)| <_.|.(0;e), |*(l;e)| ^^(^•,e). 
Then 
|«(x;e)| <_ *(x;e) 
within O <_ X <_ 1. 
Proof The function V(x;e) = -<i)(x;e) + $(X;E) satisfies the differential 
inequality L V ^  O, so in accordance with the maximum principle V(X;E) does 
not have a positive maximum on the interval 0 < x < 1. For this reason and 
because V(0;£) ^  0, V(l;£) <_ 0 we conclude that V(x;£) f_ 0 on the interval 
0 ^ X <_ 1, Similarly we show that the function W(X;E) = -<(I(X;E) - ^(XJE) is 
non-positive on 0 ^  x ^  1. On the interval 0 ^  x ^  1 both 
-ij)(x;e) + $(x;£) <_ 0 and -ii)(x;e) - $(x;£) <_ 0 hold, so that 
|*(x;£)| <_ i|»(x;e), 
Lemma U,3 For the function iti(x;£) satisfying (U.20), (U.21ab) a number M 
independent of E exist such that 
|(^(x;e) - PQI <_MX, if b^(x) < 0, 
and 
|(|)(X;E) - q^ l <_M(l-x), if b^(x) > 0. 
Proof We only deal with the case where b.(x) > 0. Let us consider 
i|)(x) = M(1-X) as a barrier-function of (> (XJE) = <|)(x;e) - q^ ,^ 
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L^(t>* = h(x) + qQ(EaQ(x)-bQ(x)) 
-L^* lM(b^(x)-bQ(x)). 
If we choose M, such that 
M.min(b^(x)-bQ(x)) >_ max(h'(x)+qQ( EaQ(x)-bQ(x))), 
then 
All conditions of lemma U.2 are satisfied, so that 
|<|)*(x;£)| <_M(l-x). 
This lemma carries the consequence that the derivative to x of <|>(x;£) 
has to be bounded with respect to E near x = 0 for b,(x) < 0 and near x = 1 
for b-(x) > 0. Therefore, the boundary layer is to be expected at the oppo-
site boundary. In the sequel it is assumed that b.(x) > 0. 
Theorem U.5 Let Z(x;£), defined on the interval 0 £ x £ 1, satisfy the 
differential equation 
L Z = h(x;E) 
with L as in (U.l), and have given boundary values Z ( 0 ; E ) , Z(l;e). If 
|z(0;e)| <_ me 1, |Z(1;E)| <_ mE ^ and |h(x;e)| <_ me ^ on the interval 
O <^  X <_ 1, then a real number K independent of m and E exists such that 
|z(x;e) I £ Kme , a = min(y,yp,y_), 0 <^  x <_ 1. 
Proof Let s be a nijmber that satisfies the inequalities 
ea-(x) + b.(x) >_ 1/s> ea-(x) + b-(x) >_-2s and s > 1, then i|)(x;e) = me"e 
i s a bar r ie r - funct ion for Z(x ;e) , I | ; (0:E) = mE** > mE , 
uo 
ij;^ (l;e) = me°'e^  >_ mE^2 ^^^ -L ij» >_ -(s2e+1/s.s-2s)me"e^^ >_ (-s2E-1+2s)mE" >_ 
mE >_ |L I)>| for O < E <_2(s-l)/s . Application of lemma U,2 completes the 
proof of theorem U,5. 
The singular perturbation solution of the boundary value problem 
(U.20), (U.21) is as follows. 
We suppose that for (t>(x;E) an approximation exists of type 
(U.22) (t>(x;E) = UQ(X) + Zy(x;E), 
where U-(x) satisfies the differential equation 
L^UQ = h(x). 
The function UQ(X) can only satisfy one boimdary condition, we expect that 
it is at X = 1, because of the boundedness of the derivative of ^ (see lem-
ma U.3). Thus U_(x) takes the form 
(•1 rx b (x) h(x)-q^b (x) _ 
U,(x)=q^- exp(- 0 d x } — - ^ d x . 
•'x •'x 1 b (x) 
Further, we introduce the local transformation x = 5E and assume that in 
the domain 0 ^  x <^  Ke with K an arbitrarily large positive number indepen-
dent of e, there exists an approximation of the type 
(U.23) <t'(x;e) = VQ(5) + EV^(5) + Zy(x;e), x = 5E, 
where V- and V. satisfy the equations (see section U.2) 
(U,2U) MQVQ = 0, MQV^ = -M^VQ + h(0) 
and have the boundary values 
(U,25) VQ(0) = PQ, V^(0) = 0. 
Moreover, the following matching condition holds 
Ui 
(U.26) U (0) = lim Vg(5). 
It is easily established that 
-b (0)5 
VQ(5) = (PQ - UQ(0)}e + UQ(0) 
satisfies all conditions. 
The proofs of the following two theorems are similar to the proofs of, 
respectively, theorems U.3 and U.U and will, therefore, be omited. 
Theorems U.6 Let the function I)I(X;E), defined on the interval 0 £ x _^  1, 
satisfy the differential equation 
L^*(x;e) = h(x) 
and have the boundary values 
(t.(0;e) = PQ, PQ * °-
•(•(Ue) = q^. 
Then it is possible to approximate the function ^(x;e) by 
Hx;e) = UQ(X) + VQ(5) - UQ(0) + ZQ(x;e), x = 5E, 
where Z (x;e) = 0(e) uniformly for 0 ^  x f_ 1, 
The construction of a formal asymptotic approximation consists of the 
same five steps as the method we used for the initial value problem. Only 
for d. another condition arises 
d'. The formal limit function u)(x) of (U.17) has to satisfy 
u(l) = qQ. 
U2 
and a formal limit function 'I', (5x.) exists with 
D D 
*^(0) = PQ. 
In table I column d changes into 
f1 b„(x) 
0^ = %- \ ^ '^'^^ 
ri b.(x) 
^ ^ d5) MJLL dx} /{I + exp(- f -3 dx)}, 
X 1 bJx) 
0 = C_, V. 0' 
°i = Po - ^0' ^1 = ^ 0' 
''O' 0. 
It appears that also for this class of problems the solution of the 
limit equation equals the limit of the exact solution as we will see in the 
following theorem. 
Theorem U.7 For the function (t>(x;e) satisfying the boundary value problem 
(U.20), (U.21ab), the formal limit function i|/ (5 ), defined in b, c and d', 
are identical to the limit functions ib (E ) defined by 
V V 
(U.27) lim 
5., 
= 0, 
Remarks 
1. When p = 0, there arise non-equivalent limit functions. See example 
3.3 and remark at table I. 
2. When the coefficient b-(x) of L vanishes at x = 0 it appears that the 
thickness of the boundary layer depends on the behaviour of b^(x) at 
X = 0. For example, if b.(x) = x, the boundary layer will have a 
thickness of 0(i''ë). 
3. An exan5)le of a differential equation corresponding to a multiple 
boimdary layer (m>1 in (U,l8)) is given in [6]. 
U3 
U.U THE ELLIPTIC PROBLEM 
In this section we summarize the- results of Eckhaus and De Jager [7] 
on this subject. The method of solution is closely related to the one that 
solves the boundary value problem for ordinary differential equations. Our 
contribution consists of a theorem which shows that in this case the for-
mal limit functions are also equivalent to the limit functions of the exact 
solution. 
We study the differential equation 
(U,28) L (f, = EL2<|> + L^iji = h(x,y), 0 < E « 1, 
valid in a strictly convex boxinded domain G. L. and L„ denote the differen-
tial operators 
2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 
Lg E a(x,y)—2 * 2b(x,y)-g^ + c(x,y)—^ + d(xiy)-g^ + e(x,y)-g- + f(x,y), 
At the boundary r of G the function ^ has the values 
(U.29) <(>(x,y;e) Po(x,y;E). 
We assume that the coefficients a(x,y), b(x,y), ..., h(x,y) are continuous-
ly differentiable up to the third order. Moreover, we suppose that 
a(x,y) > 0 and g(x,y) - ef(x,y) >_ 0 in G and that the differential operator 
Lp is elliptic in G. 
The characteristics of the opet-atoi- L, are the lines y=constant. In a 
neighbourhood of a point where such a characteristic is tangent to the 
boundary an approximation of the iisual singular perturbation type is not 
valid. Therefore, the following theorem will appear to be very appropriate 
in the applications. The proof is given in [7]. 
uu 
fig. U.l 
Theorem U.8 Let the function Z(x,y;e), defined in the domain G, satisfy 
the differential equation 
L^Z = h(x,y;e), 
have prescribed values at the boundary r, at which there are two unique 
points A(x^,yi) and B(xp,yp) where the ordinates take on maximal and mini-
mal values, respectively. Further, it is assumed that Z(x,y;E) is uniformly 
bounded in G for sufficiently small values of E. 
If |z(x,y;e)| £ me at r and |h(x,y;e)| <^me in G with exception of ar-
bitrarily small neighbourhoods V(A) and V(B) of A and B, where h(x,y;e) is 
singular, and if min(y ,y ) <^  1, then there exists a real number K indepen-
dent of m and e, such that 
U5 
|Z(x,y;e)| <_ Ke"*, a • min(v^,y2)i 
in G - V(A) - V(B). 
An approximation of <ti(x,y;e) is constructed with the singular pertur-
bation method in the following manner. 
Let r be the part of the boundary at the left-hand side of A and B, and T 
the part at the right-hand side, r is represented by the function 
X = Y-,(y) and r by x = y (y). We suppose that outside a neighbourhood of 
r an approximation exists of the type 
<|i(x,y;c) = UQ(x,y) + Zy(x,y;e), 
where 
rx 
(U.30) UQ(x,y) = Po(Yi(y),y) - exp{-
Yi(y) 
g(p.y)<ip} 
p 
{h(p,y) + g(p,y)pQ(Y/y).y)}dp, 
Further, we introduce the coordinate system (p,e), p varies along the inner 
normal of a point of r (p=0 on r ) and 6 varies along r (e(A)=0), 
Substitution of these variables in the operator L yields the differential 
operator 
2 2 2 
s^ E e{o(p,9)-^ +26(p,e)-g^ +Y(p.e)-^ +c(p,e)|^ +n(p,e)|g +f(p,e)} + 
3p o6 
-{y(p,9)|^ +v(p,e)-|g +g(p,e)}. 
The thickness of the boundary layer near r is determined in the same way 
as in the preceding sections. It appears that a boundary layer contribution 
arises in the local coordinates 5,9, where 
(U.31) 5 = p/e. 
U6 
Substitution of (U.31) in S leads to the operator expansion 
eS^ E MQ + eM^ + e M2, 
"0 =- ''0^°'^^b2 -^0^°''^JÊ' 35 
2 2 2 
M^ E a^(0,e)5^+2Bo(0,9)-g|3Q +Yg(0,9)-^+ {c/0,9)5-U2(0,9)5^}|^ + 
3^ 36 
-{nQ(0,9)-v^(0,9)5}|g + {fQ(9)-g^(9)5}. 
The operator Mp contains the truncated terms of the operator expansion. We 
suppose that the following approximation is valid for 0 <_ p ^  p_, 
0 < 9 < 9(B) with PQ sufficiently small (but independent of e) 
(|>(x,y;e) = VQ(p/e,9) + Zy(x,y;e), 
where VQ(p/e,e) satisfies 
1. the differential equation M^V^ = 0, 
2. the boundary condition V (0,9) = P-,(x,y)l 
r 
3. the matching condition lim V (5,6) = U (x,y)I 
5+« " If 
r 
A solution that fulfils these three conditions has the form 
VQ(5,9) = {Po(x,y) - UQ(x,y)}j, exp 
r 
* UQ(x,y) 
VQ(6) < 0. 
We multiply this boundary layer term with a smcsbthing factor K(P/PQ) which 
is zero outside the interval 0 < 9 < 9„ and has the following values inside 
UT 
the interval 
1. K(P/PQ) = 1 f or O £ p <. 1/3PQ, 
2. K(p/p ) is sufficiently many times differentiable and monotonie 
decreasing for l/SP- ^  P ^  2/3p^» 
3. K(p/pg) = 0 for p >_ PQ. 
In this manner one has obtained a function 
VQ(5,9) = K(P/PQ)VQ(5.9), P = 5e, 
which holds in the con5>lete domain G, 
In the following theorem it is demonstrated that an approximation of 
the solution can be made which is composed of the terms U^ and V , 
Theorem U,9 Let the function (^(x,y;e), defined in the strictly converse 
domain G, satisfy the differential equation 
L^(|) = h(x,y) 
and have the boundary values 
*(x,y;e) = p(x,y;e) = PQ(x,y) 
at r. Then it is possible to approximate the function (|)(x,y;e) by 
(t)(x,y;e) = UQ(x,y) + ^/^(p/e,e) - UQ(x,y)| + ZQ(x,y;e), 
r 
so that ZQ(x,y;e) = 0(e) in G - V(A) - V(B). 
Proof See [7]. 
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Further, a study will be made of the various types of formal limit 
functions arising in the elliptic problem. 
In five steps we come to the construction of a formal asymptotic ap-
proximation, which is uniformly valid in G - V(A) - V ( B ) : 
a. All degenerations of S are taken into consideration. We substitute 
p = 5 6 (e) in S (^  = h(p,9). Further, both sides of this equation are 
multiplied by an order function 6 (e) such that lim 6 S = S„ , where 
'^ •> V „ V e 0 
e-+0 
the coefficients of the limit operator are of order 0(l). 
b. We introduce the formal limit function ^ (5 »9), 
Definition U,2 We say that for transformation x = 5 6 (e) a formal limit 
function ^ (5 ,9) exists, if there exists a non-trivial solution of 
Sn V (5 ,9) = ïï (5 ,9), h (5 ,e) = lim '6*h(5 6 ,9) 
0 V V V V V V V V V 
e+0 
on some interval of 5 for 0 < X <^  9 <_ 9(B)-X, where X is an arbitrarily 
small positive number, 
c. The matching condition can be described as follows: 
There exists an order function 6 « 1 such that 
V as 
lim 
6 V "^  
<-y 
= lim 
5„ 6 v+A 
>- y 
C 6 , 6 ^ < 6 < 6 , 
v+A as y as V 
if 6 « 6 . 
V as v+A 
/ 6 « 1. Y as 
d. The formal limit function (i)(p,e) satisfying L.u = h(p,9) is required 
to have the values a)(x,y) = pQ(x,y) for y = Y I ( X ) . A formal limit 
function ip (5 ,9) exists with the values 
U9 
'i'^(Pfe) = Po(*»y) 
for y = Yp(x). 
e, The formal uniformly veilid asymptotic approximation has the form 
— ™ _ * ""-I _ 
*o(p.e;E) = I ij) (p/6 ,9)6 - I i> (p/6^,9)6^ . 
n=0 n=0 n+1 n+1 
This composition of terms is suggested by the results we derived for 
explicitly given functions depending on one variable (see also U,2e). 
For the elliptic problem we have m = 1. We remark that this formal ap-
proximation holds uniformly with the exception of neighbourhoods of A 
and B. 
Theorem U.10 For the function ^(x,y;e) satisfying the boundary value prob-
lem (U.28), (U.29) the formal limit functions determined by b, c and d, are 
identical to the limit functions i)» (5 ,9) defined by 
lim P^P»^'^^ - il- (5 .6)1 = 0, p = 5 6 . 
,* ^v^ v' * V V 
5 0 -• 
V V 
Proof Similar to the proof of theorem U.7. 
In this chapter we have shown that for three classes of problems the 
different steps in the construction of a formal approximation are correct. 
We have obtained this result by in^osing those conditions upon the formal 
limit functions which were proved to be valid for the limit functions of 
the exact solution (see chapter 3). Theorems U.U, U.7 and U.10 prove that 
these two types of limit functions are identical. From this identity it 
follows that the matching conditions of step c and the method of composing 
a solution as in step e are indeed correct. 
Remark If in the elliptic problem a part of the boundary r coincides with 
a characteristic of L- (a line y=con8tant), then along this part of the 
boundary a so-called parabolic boundary layer of thickness 0(/ë) arises. 
This problem is dealt with in sections 5.6 and 5.7. 
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CHAPTER V NON-UNIFORM CONVERGENCE OF FUNCTIONS OF TWO VARIABLES 
5.1 INTRODUCTORY REMARKS 
In the preceding chapter examples were given of singular perturbation 
problems having as essential feature "the stretching of one coordinate". 
Theorems U.U, U,7 and U.10 of this chapter form a linkage between at one 
side the foundations of matched asymptotic expansions (chapter 3) and at 
the other side the examples just mentioned. 
However, the theory of chapter 3 is not complete, because not all as-
pects of linear singular perturbations are covered by this theory. In sec-
tion U.U 801 approximation of the solution of a linear elliptic singular 
perturbation problem was given, which is valid in the domain of definition 
of the function with the exception of the neighbo\irhoods of two points A 
emd B. In these points the characteristics of L (the lines y=constant) are 
tangent to the boundary of the domain. In chapter 6, a method will be de-
veloped which produces an approximation that also is valid near these sin-
gular points. 
As an introduction we investigate in the first part of this chapter 
the behaviour of explicitly given functions converging non-uniformly near 
an isolated point of the x,y-plane. The material of this chapter preceding 
theorem 5.3 resembles the theory of chapter 2 very much. In the remaining 
part some problems arise which are specific for the two-dimensional case. 
We solve them by introducing the supplementary matching theorem 5.U, which 
enables us to treat two-dimensional singular perturbation problems, 
In section 5.5 a uniformly valid asymptotic approximation of a func-
tion ^(x,y;e) is composed of the limit functions. The function ^ may con-
verge non-uniformly near a curve as well as near an isolated point of the 
domain G of the x,y-plane. Here our efforts are concentrated at a uniform 
description of the various configiirations of limit functions, vhich depend 
on the type of functions (|)(x,y;e). 
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5.2 EXTENSION THEOREMS 
Let i^(x,y;e), defined in G = {x,y,e: 0<x<R, 0<y<R, 0<e<^ E }, and 
u)(x,y), defined in G = {x,y: 0<x_^ R, Ofy^R, (x,y)»=(0,0)}, be continuous 
fxinctions, and let the limit 
(5.1) lim [(|>(x,y;e) - ü)(x,y)] = 0 
E+0 
converge non-uniformly in G and uniformly in G - G., where 
G» ~ ^x,y: 0<x<A , 0<y<A } for any 0 < A , A < R. Then it can be demon-
strated that there exist fimctions e_(q,s) with s = (x,y) having the fol-
lowing properties: 
a. U ( S ; E ) - u(s)| ± q for 0 < E _< EQ(q,s) and s e G. 
b. E (q,s) is continuous in q, x and y. 
c. e-(q,s) is monotonie increasing in q, x and y. 
d. lim e„(q,s) = 0, lim e (q,s) = 0. 
q+0 ° 3^(0,0) ° 
e. Let X = x(X), y = y(A) be an arbitrary path along which the origin is 
approached, (x(0),y(0)) = (0,0), and let x,y be monotonie, non-de-
creasing for 0 ;i A <^  A . Then for an arbitrarily small A > 0 values 
Aj^  exist with 0 < A < X such that |<t>(s(A ),E) - u)(s(A ))| > q for 
e = E.(q,s(A, )) + a, where a is positive and arbitrarily small. 
The fimctions E_(q,s) give a complete description of the non-uniform be-
haviour of (ji (s; e). 
Further, we can show that there exist positive, continuous functions 
E (s), monotonie increeising in x and y, having the property 
.- "o<^) 
lim — 7 r = 0 for 0 < q < q„. 
s+(0.0) 'O^l'^) - ^ 
The proofs of the following theorems are omitted, because they are similar 
to the proof of theorem 3.U. 
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Theorem 5.1 Let (JI(S;E) be a continuous function, defined in the domain G , 
and let the limit 
lim [())(S;Ë) - iü(s)] = O 
e+-0 
hold uniformly in the domain G - G. for 0 < e <^  e (A ,A ), where 
G = {x,y: 0^x<A , 0^<A } and (A ,A ) is chosen arbitrarily. Then there 
A X y X y 
exist functions e = E (s), positive, continuous and monotonie increasing in 
X and y, with lim c (s) = 0, such that the limit 
s+(0,0) '0 
lim [(^(S;E) - a)(s)] = 0 
e-+0 
is uniformly valid in G for 0 <^  e <_ e-(s), 
Theorem 5.2 Let 'l'(s;e) be a continuous function, defined in the domain G , 
and let the limit 
lim [(|>(S;E) - u)(s)] = 0 
E-+0 
hold uniformly in the domain G - G. - Gg, where G. = {x,y: Ofx<A , 0^<A } 
and G = {x,y: B <x£R, B <y<R} (A and B arbitrarily chosen). Then there 
exist functions e = e (s), as defined in theorem 5.1. and, moreover, func-
tions e = e_(s), continuous and monotonie decreasing in x and y with 
lim ^As) = 0, such that the limit 
s*(R,R) ° 
lim [c(>(s;e) - u)(s)] = 0 
£+0 
is uniformly valid in G for 0 £ £ ^ min[£ ,£ ,e ]. 
(R may tend to infinity.) 
5.3 LIMIT FUNCTIONS 
In order to study the non-uniform behaviour of the functions (ti(s,y;e) 
defined in the forgoing section all paths, along which the origin can be 
approached in G , are considered. For that purpose the order functions 
6 ( E ) , 6 (e) are introduced so that an arbitrary path sdways has the 
form 
(5.2) x=5,6^ yE), y-\\J-)' 
Let ^ (5 .n ) be a function satisfying the limit 
(5.3) lim P'^jy»^^ - 1'y(5^.n^) = 0, (5^,n fixed and e+o), 
5 ,n "-6 (e) -' 
^v' V v^ ' 
where (5.2) is substituted in <l>(x,y;E). 
Definition 5.1 The limit of the singular function (ti(x,y;£) exists for a 
transformation (5.2), if a non-trivial function ij/ (5 ,n ) and an order 
if V V V 
function 6 (s) exist, such that (5.3) holds for some values of 5^ and n . 
^ is called a limit function. 
V 
Let e = 6 (p) and e =6 (q) be the inverse function of p = 6 (e) 
x,v ^ y,v ^ ^ x,v 
and q = 6 (e), then (5.2) leads to the relation y.v ' 
(5.U) 6"'' (x/5 ) = 6"'' (y/n ). 
x.v V y.v ^ V 
Using this relation we construct the pair of order functions {6 „, 6 '} 
x,0 y,0 
such that 
satisfy E = £Q(q,s) of the foregoing sections. 
From extension theorem 5.1 it follcsws that the limit 
lim [(t>(x,y;£) - u)(x,y)] = 0 
e+-0 
holds uniformly along a path (5.2), if S '^i << 6 < 1, / \ x,0 as x,v as ' 
S^^L « <S < 1. y,0 as y,v as 
5U 
Example 5.1 We consider the function 
1+3x 
<('(x,y;E) 
x +y+2e 
and observe that the limit 
lim 
e+-0 
<f>(x.y;£) 2 X +y 
= 0 
converges non-uniformly near (x,y) = (0,0). Introduction of the so-called 
local coordinates 5 and n by the transformation 
X = 5E , y = HE 
6 a,6 > 0 
leads to dif ferent l imi t functions ^(E,r\) sa t i s fy ing the l imi t 
lim ri^iLi£l _ ^(5.,)] . 0, 
e+0 •- 6 ( E ) 
Table I I 
'l'(5,n) 
1/5^ 
1/n 
ri/(5^+ri) 
1/(5^+n+2) 
1/(5^+2) 
l/(n+2) 
1/2 
6*(E) 
£-2-
E-S 
£-2-
-1 
£ 
-1 
E 
-1 
£ 
-1 
£ 
a,B 
0<2a<B<^ 1 
0<B<2a<_1 
0<2a=6<1 
2a=6=1 
2a=1<6 1 
B=1<2a 
Ka.B 
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5.U THE MATCHING PRINCIPLE 
In this section the matching principle for limit functions of two lo-
cal variables will be formulated. It will appear that in the two-dimension-
al case the attention must be focused at matching of special ("signifi-
cant") limit functions in order to give the matching principle a practical 
purpose. 
When limit (5.3) holds uniformly in G^^' - G^^' - G^^', where 
ëj'j = U^.n^: 015,. om,}, G(^) = {5,.n,: 015,<A^ 
Gg ^ = U,,n,: B ,"=5,*°°. B ,<n,<"} (A and B arbitrarily chosen), it fol-
lows from lemma 2.2 that 
. . _  ji , 0<n <A } and V --'v x,v' "-'v y,v 
lUjZiii _ .( 
6*(£) 
v^ ' 
v^ 6 
x.v y,v 
= 6^ '")(E) « 1, 
as V ^ ' as ' 
so 
(5.5a) *(x,y;E) = -i',(y^, /—)\(e) + 0(6(^^6^) 
x,v y,v 
in that domain. Application of theorem 5.2 (R+<») to limit (5.3) extends the 
domain of validity of (5.5a). Let x = 5 6 , y = n 6 be a path in this 
y x.u' ^  y y.u, . 
extended domain of convergence, then an order function 6^ ^^ ' « 1 exist such 
v,y as 
that 
(5.5b) (t>(x,y;£) = *,( ,w -. -^)6*(£) + 0(6^""^*) 
" *x,v *y,v ^ •^'^  ^  
inG^*^) 
Av) 
'[^^ - ^i^^y where G^^^ = (5 ,n : 0<5 , 0<n }, A B W U — V — U 
{5 .n : 0<5 <A , 0<ri <A } and 
B l-^' = {5,,,n, : B <5 «>=, B <n <") (A and B arbitrarily chosen). D y y x,y y y.y y 
Before formulating the two-dimensional matching principle we mention 
some important consequences of the preceding theory. Let for an arbitrary 
path 
C 6 V x,v y = n 6 V y.v 
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the limit 
(5.6) lim [*i^_*^(5,,V]=0 
5 ,n ^ 6 (e) 
^V V V 
. -(v) (v) - , hold uniformly in the domain G - G„ , where G = (5 ,n : 0^5 . O^n ) and 
G. = t5 ,.n : 0<5 <A , 0<n <A }. Moreover, let the path A V» V —^v x,v' — V y,v ' ^ 
(5-T) x= ^^^^\^^^, y ~ '^v+A'^y.v+A' 
be situated in the extended domain of uniform convergence of (5.6), and 
have the corresponding limit 
(5.8) lim 
v+A' v+A '-"v+A 
- VA^^V+A'VA^ = 0. 
Then according to the extension theorem the following limit is valid 
(5.9) 
-6* 
lim 
^ v+A •'^  v+A 
^^^—. ^ ( 
* .* 
V v+A 
"PJ^ V v+A 6 
_ 2 J V + A 
. n 
x.v 
v+A 6 
JliV+A, 
y.v 
= 0. 
Notice that lim (ti/6 . exists and is non-zero, see (5.8). 
E+0 ^ 
Examination of the relation (5-9) reveals the following two interesting 
points: 
1. the asyn^jtotic behaviour of the limit fucntion lii (5 ,n ) is governed 
by the ratio 6 / 6 ., for E -* 0. Only for 6 = 6 , . é tends to a 
' V v+A '' V as v+A v 
bounded non-zero value. 
2. substitution of (5.8) in (5.9) yields the relation 
lim 
^ 6 * 
V I t c x.v+A ., 
^+A'\+A L^+A *'^ 
v+A 6 ' 
y.v J 
*V+A^^V+A»VA^' 
which implies that for any order function 6 << 1 an order function 
V as ^ 
Z « 1 exists such that 6 < < 6 / 6 . < 1 o r 6 < < 6 . / 6 < 1, V as V as V v+A as v as v+A v as 
if 3 « 6 ^. / 6 < 1 and 6 « 6 ^. / 6 < 1, This resvilt V as x,v+A x,v as v as y,v+A y,v as ^ 
expresses the continuous dependence of the set of order functions 6 
upon the sets of order functions { 6 , 6 } , 
x,v' y,v 
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Assumption 5.1 All se ts of bounding order functions (6 , 6 ^ } consist 
x.v y.v 
of asymptotically equal order functions, 
(qJ (qp) (qJ (q^) 
6 = 6 , 6 = 6 , 0 < q _ < q , < q , 
x,v as x.v y,v as y,v ^2 1^ ^ 
Theorem 5.3 Let 
(5.10) 
and 
lim 
X* / \ 'V ' 'V,' V, 
u-'5^  (e) 1 1 1, 
= 0, 
(5.11) lim ^<^'yi") - ,^ (5 ,n )' 
5 ,n Lfi" (^) "^2 ^ 2 ^2 J v v " — V -* 
2 2 2 
= 0, 
where in (5.10) x = 5„ 6^ , y = n,, 6_ , and in (5.11) x = 5 6 
^ ^.^ ^ y ' ^ 
y = n 6 (« 
^2 ^ '^ 2^ " *'^2 
= 6 
.. « « ..). 
x.v^ x.v' y,V2 y,v^ y,v-
For approximately chosen order functions 6 << 1, 6 << 1 
x,v as y,v as 
/T-1 (6 (Z (e)) = 6~ (5 (e))), a set of paths 
x,v x,v y,v y,v ' ^ 
X = 5 « (e), 
y x,y 
y = n 6 (e) 
V y.y 
exists for which the relation 
(5.12) 
lim 
V 11 
lim 
X, 6 5 
* % / 6 y' 6 y 
*y ^ ^ ' ^ 1 y ' ^ 1 
v„ 6 6 
6; S «x,v2 ^ V.V2 ^ 
holds, i f 6 << 6 < 1, 6 << 6 < 1, 
' x.v as x.v as y,v as y.v as 
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Proof Application of theorem 5.1 yields the uniformly converging limit 
(5,13) lim 
1 1 
-^ - ^ (5 ,n ) 
6* 1^ ^ ^ 
-^1 
0, 
along the path x = 5 6 6 . y = n 6 6 , where 
* ^ v^  x,v^ x.v^' ^  v^  y,v.| y,v^ * 
6(<l) « 6 < 1, 6^ 1^  « 6 
x,v as x,v as " " '"' 
5.2 t ha t the l imi t 
, - < 1. Moreover, i t follows from theorem 
x,v as x,v^ as y.v.^ as y,v as 
(5,lU) lim 
5„ .n V % " 2 
- T - - <!' (C ,n ) 
» * V V V 6 "^ 2 2 2 V, 
converges uniformly along the path x = 5 6 / 6 , 
Vp x,v x,v 
y = n 6 / 6 , where 6 
2 y'^2 y'^2 
(^ ) « I < 1. 6^ ^^  « 6 < 1, 
x,V2 as x,V2 as y,V2 as y,V2 as 
The pair of order functions {Z (e), Z (e)} is required to satisfy two 
conditions. 
The first condition is that 3 and 6 must be of an order of magnitude 
x,v y,v ^^ 
sufficiently close to 0(l) so that (5.13) and (5,lU) can have a common path 
for their limits. The second condition will be established later. 
Let x = 5 6 . y = n 6 be such a common path. This means that y x.y* "' y y.y ^ 
6 =6 6" = 6 /I .6 =6 "6 =6 /I . and 
x.y x.v^ i x.v.^  x.Vg x.Vg y.y y.v^ j y.v^ j y,v2 y.V2 
that (5.13) and (5.IU) can be transformed into 
(5.15) lim -JL 't-,. ^^J^ „ » '1*,, „ ) 0. 
1 
(5.16) lim _1_ 
6 
^ - ,|, (5 /6 . n /6 ) 
* % p ^ y' X.V-* y' y.v.' 
Thus i^ (x.y;e) is locally approximated by two limit functions (see the be-
ginning of this section) 
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(5 .17 ) <^(x,y;e) = i\i (5 6 , n 6 )6* —J- + 0(6^^^ 6 * ) , 
\ ^ , 1 1 / TVA,jf , ' ^ v ^ y x , v » y y . v y j * v . j , y v ' ' 
y 
(5 .18 ) * ( x , y ; E ) = ij, , ( 5 / 6 ^ , , , n 6 , _ , )6* - - ^ + 0(6^^^^,, 6* ) . 
'Vg' 'y ' x , v 2 ' y y .Vg' y ^* Vg.U Vg 
When the pair of order functions {5 ,6 } is chosen such that 
x,v y,y 
lim 6^ )^ -4^ = O, 
£-0 '^"^  6* 
y 
W ^ - 0 , lim 6 
£+0 ^2'*^ 6* 
y 
(5.17) and (5.18) turn out to be equivalent to 
and 
lim ±. 1 ü) (5 6 , n 6 ) 
6* 6* ^ ^ ^ ' ^ 1 ^ y ' ^ 1 
-y y 
= O 
lim iL _ __2 ^ (5 /5 , n /6 ) 
6* 6* S ^ '^^ 2 ^ y'^ 2 
- y y 
= O, 
(see lemma 2.2). Relation (5.12) follows straight away from these limits. 
Finally, we remark that matching of i|) and iji is also possible, if 
1^ ^2 
6 << 6 and 6 << 6 .In such a ease we have to study non-uni-
x,v.| as x,V2 y.Vg as y.v.^  
form convergence near (R,0) and (0,R). Evidently, the fact that a similar 
result can be obtained is quite trivial. 
The reader will have observed that so feir the theory of this chapter 
exposed a great resemblance with the theory of non-uniform convergence in 
one variable. One would expect no difficulties in continuing the analogy. 
However, in this section we will encounter some new aspects. By giving 
three examples of functions with a different asymptotic behaviour we show 
one of the problems we deal with. It concerns the eventual freedom to se-
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lect a path inside the common domain of convergence of two limits. It ap-
pears that for matching purposes only a restricted set of paths has to be 
considered. 
Definition 5.2 A limit function lii is contained in a limit function ^ , if 
6 6 6*(E) 
C^.n, x,n y,n 6^(e) 
Definition 5.3 A limit function i() (5 .n ) is called significant, if i)i is 
contained in no other limit function. 
Example 5.2 
^(x,y;e) = ^ ^ . 
x+y +E 
Taking the limit £ + 0 along a path 
X = 56^. y = Ti6y, 
yields the limit functions 
Table III 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
11(5.n) 
(l+Ti+5^)/(5+n^) 
l/(5+n^) 
1/(5+n^+i) 
1/E 
1/n^ 
6 = X as 
1 
6^ 
y 
E 
e « 6 « 1 
as xas 2 6 « 6 
xas y 
6 = y as 
1 
/ ê « 6 « 1 as yas 
/I 
6 «/6" yas X 
/ë«(t « 1 
as yas 
6 ,6 < 1. 
X y as 
S -ln6 
°y y 
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e . 
re. 
11 
I 1 1 6 
1 /i e 
It is interesting to verify the validity of matching theorem 5.3 for the 
limit functions a and c. The paths corresponding with b, d and e lie in the 
domain of convergence of both the limit of a and the limit of c. Notice 
that it is sufficient to verify the matching condition for the paths of b. 
because the limit functions of d end e are contained in the limit function 
of b. The values of the order functions are brought in a diagram, see fig-
ure 5.1. 
Example 5.3 Just to show that a function with a different behaviour is 
treated in a same manner we mention the function 
ln6 
(()(x,y;e) = y ln(x+e) + x + e 
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Table IV 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
</'(5.n) 
nln5+5 
-n+5 
-n+5+l 
5 
-n 
6 = X as 
1 
e«6 <<1 
as xas 
e 
e<<6 «1 
as xas 
-6 /ln6 «6 X xas y 
6 = 
y as 
1 
-6 /ln6 
X X I 
-e/lne 
6 «-6 /ln6 yas x' X 
-E/ln£«6 «1 
as yas 
6 - l n 6 
-E / ln£ 
ln6 
/F 
fig» 5.2 
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Example 5.U In this example no special set of limit functions exists in 
the common domain of convergence. 
_ (xty) 
(^(x,y;e) = (x+2) + e 2E 
Table V 
a 
b 
e 
'P(5,n) 
5+2 
2 
2+exp{-(5+n)} 
6 = 
X as 
1 
6 = 
y as 
1 
e«6 « 1 or e<<6 « 1 
as xas as yas 
£ E 
6 -ln6 
y y 
-ln6 
fig. 5.3 
The first two examples have an analogous configuration of limit func-
tions. We distinguish 
1. two significant limit functions ij; , i() of which the corresponding 
limits have a common domain of uniform convergence. 
6U 
2. a set of identical limit functions ili , which are contained in both 
ill and ii( . The set of paths x = 5 6 . y = n 6 is continuous 
b^ ^ '\ \ y ' \ 
in V, and lim 6 = 6 , lim 6 = 6 , for s = x,y. b s,v, s,a ^ s,v, s,b 
v^-»-a ' b ' V,+c ' b ' b b 
3. two sets of identical limit functions 'I' , il* . which are contained in 
\ 
The configuration of limit functions of the last example can be con-
sidered as a special case of the above configuration. In the sequel we will 
interprete such a special configuration, as being composed of the three 
types of limit functions mentioned above. 
The existence of such a configuration is ascribed to the following 
property of limit functions. Let the asymptotic behaviour of a limit func-
tion 'l'ij(?ij»njj) be 
for 0 < 5x^  « 1 and n,/f(5, ) = 0(l) with respect to 5. , where the function 
f(5) is required to have the properties of an order function. If the path 
x = 5 ' 5 6 . y = < l 6 6 lies in the dcmiain of convergence of the V x,h x.v' •' V y,h y,v * 
limit of i|(. , and if 6 (E) E f(6 (E)), then h' y,v x,v ' 
or in terms of definition 5.2: ili is contained in ii,. 
v^ ^h 
A same type of argmnent holds for 5 » 1. 
Returning to our examples we consider the set of limit functions i|) , 
^b 
of which the paths x = 5 6 . y = n 6 are chosen such that 
\ ^ ' ^ \ y ' \ 
where f follows from 
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From the foregoing we deduce that generally the limit functions ii satisfy 
b 
b b b b b 
as far as the corresponding paths lie in the domain of convergence of the 
limit of lp , and that 
for 0 < 5 « 1 and n /f(5 ) = 0(l) with respect to 5 . 
a a a -^  a 
Likewise we have that 
*c(^c''^e^ " ""b^^c'^^ 
for 5 » 1 and n /f(5 ) = 0(l) with respect to 5 . 
e c c c 
Thus, tj), is contained in both ii and i) . 
D SI C 
Notice that all limit functions of the common domain of convergence are 
contained in i|), . 
In theorem 5.U these properties will be proved for the general case. 
en con 
satisfying 
We th sider the significant limit functions if) (5 .1 ) and ij;, (5.^ .n, ) 
8i 8> 8t u D D 
(5.23) lim 
^a'-^a 
^ ^ - •.<^a.".)] = 0. 
« „ ( e ) 
and 
(5.2U) lim [it^LiZili . ^ (5 . n j ] = 0. 
where in (5.23) x = 5„6 „, y = n 6 , and in (5.2U) x = 5^ 6 , 
a XyCt el y t ^ C JLfC 
y = n 6 , 6 = 6 " 6 , , 6 = 6 6 ' ^ ( ' 6 ^ « 1 , 6 ' ^ « l ) . 
^ e y , c ' x,c x,a x,b ' y,e y,a y,b x,b as ' y,b as 
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Theorem 5.U Let for a pair of order functions {6 ,6 } the corres-
ponding limit function ii satisfy 
b^ 
x.v^ - y.v^  
(5.25) 
6 6 * 
x.v y,v 6 
lim ^ U - ^ , n -^) f- = W>\) = 
5 .n b x,a b y,a 6 b b b 
6 6 -* 
lim ,^(5 - ^ , n - ^ ) - ^ , 
5 ,n b x,c b y,c 6 
V V V 
b b b 
where "6 , « 6 << 1, 6 , << 6 « 1 and 
x,b as x,v, as y,b as y,v, as 
D D 
and 6-V(6„ (E)) E 6-V(6„ „ (E)). 
x.b x,v^ y,b y,v^  
for 8uiy path x = 5 6 
gence of (5.23) and (5.2U) 
Then am , 6 „, y = n 6 in the common domain of conver-
' -^  V x,v' •' V y,v 
6 6 6* 6 6 6* 
T- I fr X.V _yiVv a ,. , /^  x.v y.Vx c lim 1^  (5 - ' , n I ' ) —r = lim i> (5 j ' , n r ' ) —r . 
'^a^v 6 V 6 ' * - c V 6 ' v 6 ' * 5 »n x,a y,a 6 5 .n x,c y.c 6 
^V V V V V V 
Remark The theorem is also valid, when 6 =6 6 , .6 =6 6,. 
_ _ x,a x,c x,b' y,c y,a y.b 
and when 6 , = 1or6 , = 1. 
x,b as y,b as 
Proof The proof of this theorem is considered to be completed, when it is 
demonstrated that all limit functions in the common domain of convergence 
are contained in li . 
Let x = 5 5 . y = C 6 be an arbitrary path (not belonging to the 
d^ **^ d d^ y '^d 
set of paths 6 ,6 ) in the common domain of convergence of (5.23) 
^•^b y'^b 
and (5.25). Moreover, let the following limit exist 
(5.26) lim 
v^ '% 
% ^ ^ - f . U.. .n 
d d d 
6^  (E) ^d ^d ^d 
= 0. 
Since i>jE^,r\) « é (5„.n„) for n„/f(5„) = 0(l). 0 < 5„ « 1. in which 
cl cL a V . cl cl cL a cL 
a 
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n = f(5 ) i s derived from 
a a 
(5.27) 
y.^, 
( E ) 
6—(TT 
y .a 
r(l 
x.v . 
( E ) 
x , a 
(IT - ) . 
it is easily deduced, that other paths satisfying (5.27) generate a same 
limit function it (5 >TI ) = iiAi .n ). as far as these paths lie in the 
d ^d d d d 
domain of convergence of (5.23). 
Starting with the limit function i> a same argument can be applied. This 
method results in an equality of all limit functions, of which the order 
functions are situated at one side of the set of order functions 
{6 
x .v^ ' y.v^ 
}, as i t i s shown in figure 5.U. For the other side we have 
i> (5 ,n ) = ij; (5 ,n ). V V V e V ' V 
e e e e e 
-ln6 
/d ^y 
. , / / ' / ^ > ^ b 
-ln6 
fis- 5.U 
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Application of theorem 5.3 for two limit functions ii and ii yields rela-
tions (1) and (2): ^ ^ 
6 6 6* 
x.y, y,y, v 
lim * (5 7 ^. n ^) — ^ = \'%, "' "-'«.% "^  v . " . « , <" 
d d d 
6 6 6* 
T . rr ""'"d „ y'% "d 
\ ' \ ' '''«i '^'<i '^d ^ '^  
V^' \^ (=3) V S ' V -
From relations (2) and (3) it follows that the paths x = 5 ^ 
y^ J 
y = n 6 and x = 5 6 , y = n 6 may coicide, while (l) still 
\ y'^ d^ ^d ^'^d ^d y'^d 
remains valid. This leads to the limit 
^i •^'^ d 
6 6 6* 
x.v y,v V 
(5.28) lim > (5 ^ . n ^ ) - ^ = ^ U .n ). 
? v ' V ^ "^  ^ ' \ "^  y ' \ ^ , d d d 
d d d 
Likewise it is shown that ii is contained in ii . 
^e \ 
Theorems. 5.3 and 5.U are of great value in singular perturbation com-
putations. By these theorems the verification of the validity of the match-
ing principle is simplified. It is no longer necessary to take limit (5.12) 
for all paths in the common domain of convergence. It will be sufficient to 
take one path (5.25). Another consequence is that for implicitly defined 
functions unknown constants are completely determined by relations of the 
type (5.25). as we will see in chapter 6. 
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5.5 LOCAL AND UNIFORM ASYMPTOTIC APPROXIMATIONS 
We now come to the construction of an approximation. Non-uniform con-
vergence in both one and two variables will be studied. We distinguish 
three types of domains in which a limit may converge non-uniformly: 
G, = {x.y: 0<x<_R, 0<y<_R} 
Gg = {x.y: 0<x<jR, 0<y<_R} 
G_ = {x,y: 0<x<R, 0<y<R, (x,y) * (0,0)}. 
Moreover, the following sequence of open domains {G. } is introduced: 
^' n 
G. , => G. , => . .. 3 G. , =>.... l,A^ i.Ag i.Ajj 
G- , = G. - G. + S. . , lim S. . = 0. i,A 1 1 i,A i,A 
' n ' n n-M» ' n 
The limit 
(5.29) lim [(j.(x,y;E) - ü)(x,y)] = 0 
£+•0 
converges non-uniformly in G. and uniformly in G. - G. . for any n. Using 
' n 
definition 5.1 we obtain a limit function ii that satisfies 
V 
(5.30) lim l i x ^ (5 .n )] = 0, 
L /s*(^) V V vj 6 (E) 
V V V 
(5.31) x = 5 6 , y = n 6 , 6 < 1 , 6 < 1 . 
V x,v V y,v x,v as y,v as 
Application of theorem 5.1 yields bounds for the paths (5.31) along which 
(5.29) converges uniformly: 
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(5.32) 6^ 'lJ « 6 < 1, 6^ i^ « 6 < 1, 
x,0,v as x,v as y.O.v as y,v as 
where x = é^^l „ (e), y = «^ '^ J ^  (O satisfy 6"^  (x) = 6"^  (y) and 
x.u.v.. /.'-'.''H x.v j.v 
£ = eJ^ (x.y) of theorem 5.1. Since (5-29) converges uniformly along these 
paths, the corresponding limit functions can also be derived from (i)(x,y) 
(5.33) lim [. i x ^ 
5 ,ri •- 6*(e)-' 
^v' V V 
= * (5 ,n ). 
V v' V 
It is assumed that the set of order functions {6^1, , 6^„ } contains a 
x,0,v^' y,0,v., 
finite number of order functions 
(5.3U) {6<lJ^ , 6(1) }, k = 1, 2 k^. 
* • " • Ik y * " ' Ik ' 
for which the limit functions "''ii.(?iv»liv)» satisfying 
(5.35) lim [lif^.,^^(5^^,n,J=0, 
^Ik'^k ^k(^) 
(5-36) X = 5,^ ,6^ ,^ ,^, y = r,^^6^^^^, 6^^^^ =^ 6^^^^^^^, 6^^^^ = 6^^^^^^^. 
are significant limit ftinctions. 
Let the set of order functions {6 „ » 6 „ } satisfy 
x.o.v^j^ y.o.v^j^ 
(5-3T) V.O.v,,(^) =- ^ 01.1k(«x,0,v^,(^))' 
where the fimction f is determined by the relation 
«y.lk^^^ ' ^01,1k(^x.1k(^))-
The corresponding paths of {6 ,6 } have to lie in the extended 
x.u.v^j^ y.u.v^j^ 
domain of uniform convergence of both (5.30) and (5.35). The corresponding 
limit functions are one and the same function \b„ . Application of theo-
°'^ k 
rems 5.3 and 5.U yields 
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(5.38) lim 
'°'^1k''°'^1k 
""^'°.^ik'-.°.^k''°.^k'y°.^k^' 
0,v Ik 
•o.»„'S.v„-0.»„' = 
lim 
^0'^1k''°'^1k 
'^ 1k(^ 0,v 
x,0,v 
Ik y.o,v 
-. n 
Iks Ik 
Ik x.lk O.v,, 6 ,, * Ik y.lk 
0,v Ik 
From practical point of view it would be convenient to choose an or-
dered numbering of the significant limit functions. Considering 
y = f it(x) as an order function we decide that for 0 < x << 1 
^01,1k(^) tè ^01.ii^^)' if and only if k > 1. 
As we made the assumption (in the foregoing section) that every set of 
bounding order functions {6 ^ , 6 ^  } has to consist of asymptotically 
X y 
equal order functions for all q, the extended domains of convergence of 
(5.35) will overlap for k = k and k = k +1 (1<k £k.-l). The matching con-
dition in the form of theorems 5.3 and 5.U leads to the relation 
lim 
x,1,yj^  
•' "'^\ V.Ik ^ 6* 
1,y k-' 
*i.y,^^i.y,'^,.,^ 
lim 
' ' • \ - ' ' - \ 
•li**'^!.». « 
6 6 .* 
•^^ '\ Ilh^, *lk+ 
k V,ik+ ^'\ V,ik+ 6* 
I . y ^ 
k = k+1, 1 1 k <_ k -1, 
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where the path 
(5.39) X = 5i « 1 „ . I.yj^  x,1,yj^ y = n i.yj^y.i.y^' 
lies in the common domain of convergence. The order functions satisfy 
6 , (E) 6 , (E) 
y.l.Ujj, _ ^ ' ^ ' \ 
6„ ,.,(E) - ^1k^~r 
. —[IT'' 
y.lk^"' "x,1k^ '^ ' 
where the function g., follows from the relation 
6_ .,^(E) 
^,^^ ^l^^*x,1k(^) 
It can be shown that the order functions of (5.39) belong to the set of 
bounding order functions 6 '^i, , 6 „ of (5.32). Application of the 
x,0,v^ y.o.v^ 
extension theorems to (5.35) yields the set of bounding order functions 
{6(i; . 6(ij }. 
x.l.Vj^' y.i.Vj^ 
Let there be k„ order functions {6^^^ . 6 1, } 2 x,1,Vj^^ y,1,Vj^^ 
(*{6 , ,6 , }.m=1 k.) of which the limit functions, say 
x,1m' y,1m ' ' ' 1 » "^f 
<^ 2i(521''^ 2l)* 1 = 1. .... kg. are significant. 
For two limit functions '1'.^ , iip., a matching relation can be derived, if 
their limits have a common domain of convergence: 
lim 
^ » i . \ i y ' ^ ' \ i , ^ k 
'^ ^^ '^^ '\l ^1k ' "^•\l V.Ik 6* 
l.v. kl 
lim 
'^•\l"^'\l 
x.l.v kl 
*2l(^1*\l 6 ., • '^ 1'^ : 
y.i.v kl 21 
oi • kl 6 „ ' ,* X.21 y,21 6 
I , V. kl 
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*1 V (^1 V '"^1 V )• 
^'\l '\l ^'\l 
* y ' ^ * \ i ' ^y'^'^' ^^ '^^ ^ (V, i ,vj^/V, ik)* 
where f ., is determined by the relation 
V,21 / V.lk ' ^ k,21 (V,2A,1k^-
In this way some superfluous relations may be introduced. 
When of two sets of limit function i(), , il/, the paths of two 
a a D O 
samples coincide, one set is deleted, see example 5.6. 
The constniction of significant limit functions is proceeded until for 
n = n, the order functions {6^ *^ ' , 6^ "^ ' }, k = 1, 2, ..., k do not 
t x,n,Vj^' y'°'\ ' ' ' n 
correspond to a new significant limit function . 
The index n of ij; , denotes a sort of boundary layer level. The func-
tion 0) is a limit fvinction at level zero and could alse be written as i|)^ -. 
For any path 
(5.U0) x = 5 . 6 , y = Ti6 , 6 < 1 , 6 < 1 
V x,v' *' V x,v x,v as y,v as 
a significant limit function ^ exists such that the limit function i|) 
corresponding with (5.Uo) is contained in \J; . When the path (5.U0) lies in 
the domain of convergence of more than one limit defining a significant 
limit function, it is arranged that iji at the lowest level n is assigned 
to that path. If there remains more than one significant limit function, 
the one with the order function 6 , or 6 , tending to zero in the slow-
x,nk y,nk 
est manner is chosen. 
Let i)i , be such a significant limit function. According to (5.5ab) this 
n K 
a a 
limit function can be considered as a local approximation of 41 
(5.U1) ,(x,y;e) = ,^  ^  (5^  - ^ , , ^ A ^ ) «^  , + 0(6^ )^6; , ). 
a a x,n k y»n„k a a a a 
a a a a 
7U 
Having in mind the construction of an approximation, uniformly valid 
in G., we distinguish four types of limit functions 
a. ii . (k=1,2 k , n=0,1,...,n.), on level n there are k significant 
limit functions. 
b. é (n=0,1,...,n^-1), between level n and n+1 a set of equal limit 
n,v ^ ' ' ' t 
functions exist which are contained in both ii , and ii + . The other 
limit functions defined in the common domain of convergence are con-
tained in i) 
c. ii (n=0,1,...,n^, k=1,2,...,k -l) these sets of equal limit func-
n,y^ ' ' ' t' ' n 
tions are contained in both iji and <(i ,+, they have the same proper-
ties as the limit functions of b. 
t > 1-. (n=1,2,...,n.-1) the sets of paths of these limit func-
°'\l' '°'\l 
tions are bounded by the paths of a, b and c. The differences between 
n.a 
and ij) 
kl n.e 
are shown in figure 5.5. 
kl 
-ln6 
y 
k?^-'' 
/ 
11 
1/ 
^?? 
y * i . 
* i 
\ 
11 
- -
!a^ 
' ^ 1 1 
N 
.--"^ 
/ / 
/ 
- ^ 1 
- / / / / / 
/ / 
/ / 
^21 
- ln6 
fig- 5.5 
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Example 5.5 
*(x,y;e) x+x J[J2L 2 2 2 2 
x+y +e y+x +e 
We introduce the transformation 
(5.U2) X = 5E", y = HE a,6 > 0, 
and determine the limit functions belonging to the sets mentioned above. 
The diagram with the values of the order functions is simplified for this 
special case (5.U2) (see figure 5.6). 
Table VI 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
a,B 
a=S=0 
0<a=26<2 
0<a= B<2 
0<2o=6<2 
a=26=2 
a=6=2 
* 
2 2 
= i ± ^ , n+n 
*°^ E^n' n+5^ 
ill = — ^ +1 
* ° ' ^ 1 5+n2 
^°-i3='' :e 
*11 =—+-*1 
5+Tl +1 
*i2 = I J T * ^ 
g 
h 
i 
J 
k 
a ,6 
2a=B=2 
a=2,1<6<2 
1<a<2,B=2 
0<o<2,a<26<2a 
B<2a<2B,0<6<1 
i> 
1 1 1 1 
''^ 13 " ^ 2 
^^ ri+5 +1 
* i . y , = 5 ^ " ^ 
* i . y 2 = ^ % ' i 
K.,r 
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7 
g 
/ 
/ 
i 
/ 
j 
f 
h 
e 
Example 5.6 
fig. 5.6 
iji(x.y;£) = (xy+l) {exp(-xy/£) + exp(-xy/e ) + 1}. 
Here we may have two configurations (a and B are chosen as in (5.U3)): 
fig. 5.7 
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Theorem 5.5 The explicitly given function <ti(x,y;E) is approximated uni-
formly in G. by 
(5.UU) <t.Q(x,y;£) 
n^ k^ 
= J f * v(x/6 ^, y/6 ^)6*^(E) + 
^ ,'', nk x,nk "' y.nk nk 
n=0 k=1 
n.-l k k .. 
t n n+1 „ . 
- I I I i> (x/6 , y/6 )6* (E) + 
n=0 k=1 1=1 " ' V ^•'^'V y''''\l "^'V 
n k -1 
- y "l ^ (X/6 , y/6 )6* (E) + 
n=1 k=1 '^•^'k •^'^ •^ k y'"'^ k °'*^k 
t n n+1 
+ y y I lp (X/6 , y/6 )6 + 
n^i kÉi i£i ^«^.^1 *.n.\i y.^.\i ^^\i 
n -1 k -1 k _!_ 
* J, J, J, ° *».»^ '^ ''x.».«u- =' V...»^'<.6 » 
kl 
V as far as the subscripted limit functions exist. 
Proof According to definition 3.1 we need to prove that 
(5.U5) lim [())(x,y;£) - ^Q(x,y,e)'] = 0, 
(x,y;£)+(x^,y^,0) 
0 1 ^1 1 ^» 0 1 ^ 1 1 ^ » 
independently of the path chosen in the domain 
G = {x,y,E: 0<x<_R, 0<y<R, 0_<_E<_E }. 
Firstly, the asymptotic behaviour of the significant limit functions is 
analyzed. Three cases are considered. 
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In i|; , the coordinates of a transformation corresponding with a sig-
nificant limit function on a higher boundary layer level are substi-
tuted. Let this limit function of a higher level be connected to the 
limit functions ii ^ ty ^ i^  We may have 
k^l 
,e " 'n,v 
nk , e, 
k ^, k -1 
n+1 n ^ n+1 n 
i f k = k ^ * , 6 , = y i|) 6 - ) t|; 6 , 
nknk ^^ ^ °.\i«.^ia 1=1 '^'"kl^'V 
(t|) exists) 
"•\l 
e .,. r* _ .,. X* , _ ,. . ^._ ,. ^  ,_e if k * k "i» , 'S , = i|) , 6 ,, , 1 = k-1 for k > k 
nk nk n,y n,y ' 
e (rb does not exist) 1 = k for k < k 
°'\l 
2. In ij) , the coordinates of a transformation corresponding with a sig-
nificant limit function i> on a same boundary layer level are aubsti-
tuted, then ii behaves as in (5.U5), 1 = k-1 for m < k and 1 = k for 
m > k, 
3, In )|; the coordinates of a transformation corresponding with a sig-
nificant function on a lower bovindary layer level are substituted 
k 1 k -1 
i) 6 - ) il 6 - ) ii a °.^ a • 
'*'nk nk ^£^ % . v ^ n.v^j^ {^^ ''n,»^^ n,e^ 
Secondly, the asyn^itotic behaviour of the limit function iji is analyzed, 
1. When the coordinates of a transformation at a higher boundary layer 
level are substituted 
(5.U7a) é 6* = ill 6* 
'^ n,y^  n,y^ '^n,6^, n,B^, 
2. For a transformation a t a Icjwer boundary layer leve l i t becomes 
(5.U7b) ii 6* = ii . 6* . , 
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These results enable us to prove the validity of (5.U3). 
Let 
(5.U8) X = 56 , y = n6 , 6 < 1, 6 < 1 
X y X as ' y as 
be an arbitrary path in the domain G • This path lies in the domain of con-
vergence of one or more limits. One of these limits defines a significant 
limit function i|/ , in the way it is prescribed in (5.U1). The asymptotic 
a a 
formulae for i> , and i) remain the same when instead of the coordinates 
nk n,yj^  
5 , , n 1 the coordinates 5 . 1 are substituted, so that 
n k ' n k ^v' v 
a a a a 
n -1 k n -1 k k ^ , 
a m . a n n + 1 „ 
(5.U9a) y y i> ,6* = 1 1 1 * 6 + 
n=0 k=1 '^ °^ n=0 k=1 1=1 ^'\l '^'\l 
* 
n -1 k -1 
a n 
+ [ I * «' 
n=0 k=1 '^t^ k'^ '^ 'k 
if k*k^ or 
(k+l)*(k+l)^ 
n -1 k 1 -1 
a n n+1 
V , .* I I I -C « 
n=0 k=1 1=1 '^•«kl'^'^kl 
k k , 
n ^ ^ n-1 
(5.U9b) I a^ k«* - *n k < k = I, *n ,y/n ,y^ ' 
k=1 a n k a a a a k=1 a k a k 
a 
\ \ , \ - ' \ n^+1 , 
(5-'*9c) I I * ^ 6 ^ = 1 I I ' *n., < , + 
n=n +1 k=1 "^ ^ n=n k=1 1=1 '''kl "'\l 
n,-1 k -1 1 ^ , 
t n n+1 ^ * 
- I I I '''n S *n B ' 
n=n k=1 1=1 '^ a'^ kl "'^kl 
a 
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n-1 k-1 
a n 
(5.U9d) I I i,^ 
. , , n,y, n.y, 
n=0 k=1 ' k ' k 
if k=k and 
.e (k+l)=(k+1)^ 
n -1 k -1 k , 
a n n+1 ^  * 
^ ^ ^ *n 6 '^n 6 ' 
n=o k=1 1=1 "'"^ kl "•'^ kl 
if k=k^ and 
(k+l)=(k+l)^ 
n k-1 
t n 
n^-1 k 1 ^  -1 
t n n+1 
(5-^9e) I I *n y «n y = ^ l l 
n=n +1 k=1 "^ '^ k ^ ' \ n=n k=1 1=1 
é 6 
Thus (5.U3) turns out to be true, if 
lim 
C.n 
ii'(x.y;Ë) 
- 4'_ . (1 C. n) 
.* / % '^n k '6 , ^' 6 16 , (e) a a x.n k y,n k 
'-nk ' a a ' a a — ' 
a a 
= 0. 
This limit is valid, because the path (5.U8) lies in the extended domain of 
uniform convergence of it. 
Example 5.7 
2 -
(l)(x,y;E) = -1 + yxln(y+E+xyE) + ^ ^ - + ^ ^ (e 
X sin ylnE -y+xlns 
+ e ). 
The asymptotic behaviour of such a function is completely revealed, when 
those limit functions ii satisfying 
'»(x.y;E: 
5,n 6*(e) 
lim *(5.n) = 0. X = 56 , y = n6 
x' •' y 
6 < 1, 6 < 1, X as ' y as ' 
are determined, which belong to the four types mentioned before (fig. 5.8), 
The uniformly valid approximation has the form 
-xlne (}ig(x,y;e) = ii^ (^x,y)+ii<^  ^ (^ ^^ -^ —,y)+et|)^ 2(-^ '^ liie.y/E)+ei()2^ (-xlne/£,y/£) + 
- i>^ ^, (x,y)-* (x,y)-4i (^ ^^ S-^ ,y)-Ei|'. (-xlne.y/E)+i|i (x.y), 
'-'."11 u.v^^ i,y^  E '11 11 11 12 '1 
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This example only serves to explain the method developed in the preceding 
sections. The function i|)„(x,y;e) could be derived from i))(x,y;£) in an 
easier way. 
Table VII 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
f 
g 
h 
i 
^(S.n) 
i>Q^ =n^+2n+n5lnn 
*0,v^,=^'*2n 
-l-0^ ,^ =^2n+5n 
i>.. =n +2n+nexp(-5sinn) 
ij;^2 =2n+5n+(n+3)exp(-5n) 
ii =2Ti+nexp(-5n) 
^1 X, =3ri+3 
ii^^ =2n+(n+3){l+exp(-5-n)} 
^'«ll 
6^(E) 
6 = 1 
xas 
-e/lne<<6 <<1 
as xas 
-1/ln£«6 « 1 
as xas 
5 = -e/lne 
xas 
6 = -1/lne 
xas 
-£/ln£<<6 <<-1/ln£ 
as xas 
-£/lnE<<6^<<-l/lnE 
«x£s-^/l"^ 
-E/6yln£<<6^<<-1/ln6^ 
y^) 
6 = 1 
yas 
6 = 1 
yas 
6 = exp(-1/6 )| 
yas ^ X 
6 = 1 
yas 
6 = e 
yas 
*yïs-/(^^^) 
«yïs^  
Ms' 
'itMV 
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-ln6 
re 
-ln6 
-1 
Ine 
/F 
-E 
InE 
fig- ^ -8 
5.6 APPLICATION TO AN EXPLICITLY GIVEN FUNCTION 
In order to show the advantages of the theory developed in the preced-
ing sections an application is given. The examples previously given were 
more or less prefabricated. This application, however, forms a more signif-
icant contribution to the theory of singular perturbations. The compute^ 
tions arising in this application have been given in [lU]. 
We consider the problem of approximating asymptotically the function 
U(x,y;£) satisfying the differential equation 
(5.50) L U 
£ 
2 2 3 U . 3 U 
. 2 , 2 3x 3y _ 
- • ^ = 0 
3y °' 
X >_ 0, y >_ 0, 0 < E « 1, 
and the boundary conditions 
(5.51a) U(x,0) = kx 
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(5.51b) U(0,y) = $(y), *(0) = 0. 
Our purpose is to expand the exact solution of (5.50), (5.51) in order 
to understand the mechanism of its boundary layers. 
In section 5-7 an approach from singular perturbation point of view will be 
given. Here we study the exact solution, as obtained by means of Green's 
theorem 
U(x,y;E) = =1 r .2(p)exp(^)|3^ /x^*(v-y)^y /x^+(p+y) 
2 E ' 0^ 2£ ^0( dp+kx, 
where K^(z) denotes a modified Bessel function. 
Introduction of a transformation of type 
(5.52) x = S E " , y = TIE a,B > 0 
yields for 
a. a = B = 0, 
(5.53a) *o/^''^^ " ^^' 
b. 0 < a < 1/2, 6 = 0 , 
(5.53b) ij;- ,. (5.n) = k5. 
'^ O.v 11 
c. 0 < a = B < 1 
(5.53c) i,^ ,. (5.n) = k5, 
"Cv 12 
d. o = 1/2, B = 0, 
(5.53d) *,-(5.n) = \/|'f e r $(n - -%)clt, 
2t 
1/2 < a < 1. B = 2a-1, 
8U 
(5.53e) i,^^^ (5.n) = *'(0)Vf I 
1.2 
e (n - •^)dt, 
5/v^n 2t'' 
f. a = 1, 6 = 1, 
(5.53f) i>^2^E,r)) = 
$'(0) 
ir ,.^^^(^^35 •^ 0^  
'^ ^^ -^ (p-n)^  
g. B < a < 1/2(B+1), O < a < 1 
K^(4!±i|illf) dp + k5, 
(5.53g) i>r, „ (5,n) = k5. 
•^ 0,0 
11 
fig- 5.9 
The approximation, which holds uniformly for x > 0. y > 0, is 
(5.5U) (|>Q(x,y;£) = i|)Q^ (x,y) + ii^^(x//ê,y) + il>^^(x/e,y/e)e + 
- 'i'o ^  (x.y) - i>r. ^ (x.y) - i). (x/^ E'.y) + 
^ . ^ 1 -I 12 * 1 
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+ *n ™ (x.y). 
"^ O.a 11 
5.7 THE BIRTH OF THE PARABOLIC BOUNDARY-LAYER 
In the singular perturbation solution of (5.50), (5.51) the degenera-
tions of the differential operator L are considered for transformations of 
type 
(5.55) X = 5 E , y = nE a,6 > 0. 
In figure 5.10 all degenerations of L are shown; 
lim 6* fE)L = L ^ ° ^ 
e^O "'^ ' "'^ 
fig. 5.10 
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Further, formal limit functions, satisfying 
(5.56) L[°1^^ AE,n) = 0, 
>. P u , I 
are introduced. 
In chapter U the usual singular perturbation method was demonstrated, 
before the term "formal limit function" was used. However, for the present 
problem such a solution is not available in literature. 
In a first approach the general solutions of the local equations are 
determined. 
-^ *a ,B = ^ a , 6 ^ ^ ^ ' 0 i a^ < 1/2(B^-1), 0 i 6^ < 1. 
^- \ ft ^ ^™ R (P»^) ®XP Un-p) ATr(n-q). Mn ;
a^ = 1/2(B^-1). 0 <_ B^ < 1, 
*a,1 = « a , l ( ^ ) ^ ' * \ .l(^)^-^Pa.l(^)' ^ 1 «, < 1. 
d. V,,, - r,.,(p.,) exp[ïg] y i S S b S ) . 
e. V = F 
a .B a .B 
e e e e 
(p,q) ln(^:G^S^), 1 < a 
e -^ e' 
f' f f' f f* f 
o 1 "f < e^ ., 1 < Bj, 
and B < ot , 1 < B . 
g g g 
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The functions V „ are Green's functions, which are used to determine solu-
a,B 
tions that satisfy the boiindary conditions. 
Because of the matching conditions the following relations hold 
a^.1 a^ .l a^,Bj 
P „ (5) E P (5) E P (5) E P (5). 
a,B a,1 a,B^ a 
Moreover, ii „ is contained in i|), . and ip „ in ip. ,. 
Taking account of the boundary conditions we obtain expressions for the 
formal limit functions which are identical to (5.53). 
Finally it is proved that 
(5.57) 'l'(x,y;e) = ^^(x,yie) + Z(x,y;e), 
where Z(x,y;e) = 0(e) for x ^  0, y ^ 0 and (ti-(x,y;e) is given in (5.5U). 
Substitution of (5.57) in (5.50) yields 
(5.58) L Z = -e 
2 2 2 
3 , / X . 3 . , , /- . 3^ T %/^'y) * —2 ^i(x/*^.y) - —2 l-i,, U//F.y) 
K 3y 3y 1 L^x" "' '' ' ' 3y" 
The singular terms in the right-hand side of (5.56) cancel out, so 
(5.59) L Z = 0(e) 
e 
for X >_ 0, y >_ 0. 
Moreover, from (5.51) and (5.5U) it follows that 
(5.60) Z(x,0) = Z(0,y) = 0. 
In a theorem Eckhaus and De Jager [7] pose that under conditions (5.59), 
(5.60) Z(x.y) = 0(e) uniformly for x >_ 0, y >_ 0. 
Since in formula (5.5U) 
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cii^^(x/e,y/e) - "l*^  (x/r,y) = 0(e) 
uniformly, the approximation can be simplified: 
(ti(x,y;£) = t^ Q^ (x,y) + ii)^ (^x/£,y) - i>Q ^ (x,y) + 0(E) 
uniformly for x ^  0, y ^  0. 
Remark For an approximation with a higher degree of accuracy the reader is 
referred to [lU]. 
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CHAPTER VI THE BIRTH OF A BOUNDARY LAYER IN A LINEAR ELLIPTIC SINGULAR 
PERTURBATION PROBLEM 
6.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS 
In this chapter the elliptic problem formulated in section U.U will be 
submitted to a more detailed analysis. By means of the two-dimensional co-
ordinate stretching technique the boundary layer structure near the singu-
leir points A and B (see figure U.l) is revealed. Moreover, higher order ap-
proximations of the solution are constructed. Until so far we only employed 
limit functions as local approximations of the solution. We now introduce 
asymptotic series as local approximations. 
(m^ ) 
Definition 6.1 The function $ (S^-.I^-JE) is an approximation up to 
6 (E) of $(x,y;E), if for 
t»"t' 
(6.1) X = 5+6 .(E), y = n+6 .(E), 6 . < 1,6 . < 1 t x,t •' t y,t x,t as y,t as 
(m.) 
(6.1a) $^  "^  (5^ ..n^ ;£) = 
(mj 
To(5,.n,)6(°^E) + T^(5,.r,,)6(^^E) + ... + T^ (5,.n,)6^ * (e), 
where the term T^ (5.i..n.^ ) satisfies 
(6,2a) lim ^^7^-T.(5..nj' 0), ^ " ^ O^'-f't' 6 ; - ( E ) = 0 
and the terms T (5..n+) satisfy 
(6.2b) lim 
^t'\ 
n-1 
- I ^ 
k=0 
r*(x.y;e)-"l Tj^(5t.n^)6[^^E) 
¥^ Tn(5f\) = 0, 
n= 1, 2, ,.,, m., 
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If 6 << 1 or 6 . << 1 this approximation is called a "local" approxima-
x,^ as y.^ as 
tion. 
(m.) 
Definition 6.2 A local approximation $ (5 .n ;E) is contained in / X u u' u' (m ) 
* (5 .n ; E ) , if 
lim 
lim 
m 6 6 
V , ^ c ^ _2^> _ 1 
" ^^ u 6 ' \ S ' 7(01 
x.v y,v 6^ (E)_ = V^u'V' 
(m ) 6 6 n-1 /, > , 
{$ ^ (5 T ^ . n / ^ ) - I UJ5 .n )6(^)(E)} -7-4 
u 6^^^' u 6y^^ ^^^ k u' u u TTÏÏT 6^"'(Ei^ 
u «-' 
U (5 ,n ), 
n u' u * 
n = 1, 2, ..., m 
(m ) 
Definition 6,3 An approximation $ is called significant, if 
* (5 .n ) is not contained in any other local approximation, 
We consider the function $(x,y;e) satisfying a differential equation 
of the elliptic type, i,e, 
(6.3) L^$ E eL2$ + L^$ = h(x,y) 
in G, where L. and Lp denote the differential operators 
2 2 2 
L2 E a ( x , y ) ^ + 2b(x,y)-^ + c(x,y)-^ + 'i(x,y)|^ + e(x,y)|^ + f (x.y), 
3x 3y 
and 
^1 - - 33^- «^^'y^' 
We assume that the operator Lp is elliptic, a(x,y) > 0 and 
g(x,y) - ef(x,y) > 0 in G, and that the coefficients a(x,y), ..., h(x,y) 
are continuously differentiable up to order 2m + 3 (IIPO,1 ,2,..,) in G. 
Moreover, it is assumed that G is a bounded strictly convex domain with a 
smooth boundary r which has the property that its parametric representation 
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with the arc length as parameter is continuously differentiable up to 
2m + 6, At the boundary $(x,y;E) satisfies the condition 
(6,U) $1 = *(x,y), 
r 
where ij)(x,y) is continuously differentiable up to order 2m + 3 for all 
points at r. Without loss of generality it may be assumed that the position 
of the domain G with regard to the x,y-coordinate system is as follows: Let 
A and B be the points of the boundary r, where the characteristics of L. 
(the lines y=constant) are tangent to r. We assume that A is on the posi-
tive y-axis see figure 6,1. In this chapter we deal with the case of first 
order tangency in both A and B, In section 6,U the case of higher order 
tangency is studied, 
The part of the boundary T at the left-hand side of A and B is called r 
and the part at the right-hand side r , 
fig- 6.1 
In order to apply the method developed in the preceding chapter we 
introduce the p,9-coordinate system 
(6.5) X = (r(9)-p)sin 9, y = (r(9)-p)cos 8, 
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where O £ p _^  r(e) and 0 jf_ 6 <_ 9 . 
Substitution of (6.5) in (6.3) yields the differential equation 
(6.6) L 't E ES $ + S O = h(p,9), 
^ ' (r(9)-p)^ 
i_ ^ [ 2r'(9)p _ g_] 
39^ Ur(9)-p)^ r(9)-pJ 
r'(9)p _ r'(9)q ^ ^ .2 
l(r(9)-p)'^ r(9)-p 3p2 l(r(9)-p)2 
-q d cos9-e sin9 I 3 
r(9)-p 39 
^ ir"(9)p-r'(9)q _ p+r(9)(d cos9-e sin9) ^  (^  ^.^^^^ cos9)lf + f, 
I (r(9)-p)2 r(9)-p 1 ^ P 
[ cos9 3 r(9)-p 39 r'(9)cos9 . -—^-T-ST; - sin9 r(9)-p 3F*« 
2 . . 2 
p = a cos 9 - 2b sin9 cos9 + c sin 9, 
q = (a-c)sin29 + 2b cos2e, 
. 2 . 2 
t = a sin 9 + 2b sin9 cos9 + c cos 9. 
Here the coefficients a, ..., h are functions of p and 9, 
Substitution of 
(6.7) P = Ee^, 9 = HE , V > 0, y > 0, 
into the operator L leads to the operator expansion 
(6.8) E^L E N„ + E % , + E ^ X + ... + e ° ^ . 
E 0 1 a! m 
the terms of the formal local approximation 
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(6.9) $^'"^5,n;£) = 
Tj^(5,n) + E^T^(5.n) + e^^T2(5,n) + ... + £°'^T^(5,n) • 
are determined by an iteration process, which follows from an equalization 
of coefficients of terms vith equal powers in E in the equation 
(N„+e^N,+E^X+...+e°'^ ) (T +e^T,+e^'^T„+.. .+e'"^ T ) = e^h. 0 1 2 m 0 1 2 m 
Moreover, the terms of a formal local approximation are required to 
satisfy a matching condition. Contrary to the limit functions no matching 
theorem exists for the local approximations. This problem is still un-
solved. 
For the formal local approximation we propose the following type of match-
ing condition. 
Assuming that there exist two significant formal local approximations 
-(mj 
*(x.y;E) = $^ (?u''^ u'^ ^ "" \ (^ u'^ u'"^ ' 
u 
_(mj 
\ = Vu,0^"l^,1 * Vu,2-^ ••• -^U^Vm' 
• u ' u 
and 
_(%) 
*(x.y;E) = $^ (5.,^ »n.^ ;E) + Z^ (5.^ ,^n.^ ;e), 
$ = V.6 „ + V.6 1 + Vo6 „ + . . . + V 6 , V 0 v,0 1 v,1 2 v,2 m v,m ' 
» V ' V 
of which the corresponding limits have a common domain of convergence, we 
take a path x = 5 6 » y = 5 6 in this domain. Substitution of 
w x,w' '' w y,w 
5 = 5 6 / 6 , n = n 6 / 6 and 5 = 5 6 / 6 , 
u ^w x.w x.u' u w y,w y,u v ^v y,v y,v' 
n = n 6 / 6 into the series and development of its coefficients V V y,v y,v ^ 
yields 
9U 
and 
u(o),(o) ^„(1)^(1) .,...., 
o u,0 0 u,0 
„(0)5(0) ^„(1)5(1) ^ . . . ., 
m m u.m 
u u,m u u 
u 
,(0),(0) ,,(1),(1) , 
m z,m m u,m 
u u u u 
^(o),(o) ,^(1)5(1) ^ . 
O v,0 O v,0 
,(0),(0) ,^(1),(1) , . . . , 
m v,m m v,m 
V ' V v v 
,(0),(0) ,,(1),(1) , 
m z,m m v,m 
V V V V 
Equalization of the coefficients of equal order functions of both series 
leads to the matching condition. When such a coefficient contains a term 
of Z or Z , of course, no matching information is produced by such an 
m m 
u V 
equalization. In section 6.2 we will see how this matching condition works 
out for this very problem. Besides the boundary conditions of section U.Ud 
other boundary conditions arise, which we will also meet in section 6.2. 
The reader will certainly have observed the links with the preceding theo-
ry. The first term of a local approximation represents the limit function, 
and the first term of a formal local approximation is identical to the 
formal limit functions. 
Our objective is to construct the significant formal approximations 
of *(x,y;E) (see section 6.2). In figure 6.2 we show some degenerations of 
L for a transformation of type (6,7) as far as is important for the pres-
ent problem, 
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2 % 3^ 
r("o)2 3n2 ' ^(°) 3^3^ " ' ° 35^ " ^ ^ '^ 
3- . , ^ 2 ( ° \ 3 
'=o;^*(^--Tröy)'^^ 
1 3 
.2 " r ( 0 ) 3TI 
1 ^ 
r (0) 3n 
1 / 3 -
r2(0) g 
^^-"TTöT^'^H " ïTöy 37^  3- , , ^2^0 ) 3 
r ' ( 9 ) p (9) r ' ( 9 ) q (9) . 2 ^ „ , - „ . . 
/ O O Cn\^ _ 5 _ j.^=,-r,o C0s9 r ' ( 9 ) N 3 
( ö 370^1 +t ( 9 ) ) + ( s i n 9 -TTV*—) TT 35 •Tel ' 35 
f i g . 6.2 
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In terms of limit functions we expect a structure as shown in figure 6.3, 
1/3 . 
'''Ol '''o.v 
fig- 6.3 
The significGuit formal approximations are: 
a. V = 0, y = 0, the outer expansion, 
b. V = 1, p = 0, the ordinary boundary layer expansion, 
c. V = 2/3, y = 1/3, the intermediate boundary layer expansion, 
d. v = 1 , y = 1 , the interior boundary layer expansion. 
In section 6.3 these expansions are composed to a formal uniformly valid 
apprcjximation. With the maximum principle it is proved that such a formal 
approximation is uniformly veilid with a certain degree of accuracy. 
6.2 LOCALLY VALID EXPANSIONS 
a. Outer expansion 
It is supposed that there exists an expansion 
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K(m) (6.10) *,'"^  = I U (x,y)E^ 
n=0 
of which the coefficients U satisfy the differential equations 
L^UQ = h(x,y), L^U^ = LgUjj,!. n = 1, 2, .... m. 
Along r t h e boundary c o n d i t i o n s a r e 
U I = i|;(x,y) and U I = 0 , n = 1, 2 , 3 , . . . , m, 
'r 'r 
1 1 
This iterative system is solved in an elementary way. It is easily verified 
that the functions 
(6,11a) UQ(x.y) = ij;[k~y(y)] -
k , , ( k ; ; ( y ) ) 
exp[- g(p,y)dp] 
{ h ( p , y ) + g ( p , y ) i|<[k~y(y)]}dp, 
(6 .11b) U„(x ,y) = . e x p [ - g ( p , y ) d p ] {LpU . ( p , y ) } d p , 
Jk^X^y)) Jp 
n = 1, 2 , . . . . m. 
satisfy both the equations and the boundary conditions. In (6.11) the fol-
lowing functions were introduced: 
X = r(e) sin9 = k (S), y = r(9) cos9 = k (9) 
for 9„ < 9 < 2ir, 
and 
*[9] = *(k^^(9),k (9)). 
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b , Ordineiry boundaiy l a y e r expans ion 
S u b s t i t u t i o n of ( 6 , 7 ) w i th v = 1, y = 0 i n t h e c o e f f i c i e n t s a , 
y i e l d s t h e expans ions 
, . , . h 
m+Um+1 (6 ,12a ) a (E5 .9) = a^(e) + E 5 a / 9 ) + . . . + e r a ^ ^ ^ ( 9 ) , 
+ . . . + 
m+Km+l, (6 .12h ) h ( e 5 , 9 ) = h - ( e ) + E5h. (9) + . . . + e" '" '5" ' 'h ^ , ( 9 ) 
u I m+1 
Using t h e s e expans ions we o b t a i n for t h e o p e r a t o r L 
EL^ E M Q + EM., + £ % + . . . + e ' ^ ^ M ^ i . 
r ' ( 9 ) p Q ( 9 ) r ' ( 9 ) q Q ( 9 ) 
• (9 ) ' •(e) + V 9 ) 35^ I ^(ö) 
3_ 
35 
An o r d i n a r y boundary l a y e r expeuision 
(6 .13 ) ll""^ = I V ^ ( 5 . e ) E ^ 
n=0 
is introduced such that V (5.9) satisfy the equations 
(6.1U) M„V- = 0, M-V = - y M.V ., n = 1, 2 m. 0 0 ' O n • . 1 n-1* ' 1=1 
Moreover, the functions V satisfy at r the boundary conditions 
n r 
(6.15) VQ(0,9) = ij;[9], V^(0,e) = 0, n = 1, 2, ..., m, 
where iilQl = ii(k2^(e) ,]s.^(e)), 
X = r(9) sin9 = k (9), y = r(9) cos9 = k (9), 0 <_ 9 <_ 9 . 
The solution can be written as 
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(6 .16 ) Vj^(5.e) = A^(5 .9)e"^^^^^ + B ^ ( 5 , e ) . n = O, 1, 2 , . . . . m, 
k(9) . - cose r ' ( 9 ) 
^^""^ - r(l) 
• ' ( 9 ) P Q ( 9 ) r ' ( 9 ) q Q ( 9 ) 
iï9i ; (9T—*V«| ' 
where A ( 5 , 9 ) and B ( 5 , 9 ) denote po lynomia l s i n 5 . Cond i t ions (6 ,15 ) change 
i n t o 
A Q ( 0 , 9 ) + B Q ( 0 , 9 ) = iii[9], A^(0 ,9) + B^(0 ,9 ) = 0 , 
n = 1, 2 , , , , , m, 
When in the outer expansion (6,10) the local coordinates corresponding to 
V = 1, y = 0 are substituted and the expansion is reordered, it transfoi-ms 
into 
ii'"^=u(°)(5.9)+Eu(^)(5.e) + £ V 2 \ 5 . 9 ) + .... 
where 
u(°) = „j . u^^ U u l 
0|p llj-
r r 
+ 5 3p 
The matching condition takes the form 
lim [V^(5.9) - U^"\5.9)] = 0, 
•-. n 
5-*~ 
n = 0, 1,2 m. 
T'hus, it turns out that 
AQ(5,9) = .^ [9] - UQ(k2^(9),k2y(9)), 
BQ(5,9) = UQ(k2^(6).k2y(9)). 
c. Intermediate boundary layer expansion 
We consider the case v = 2/3. y = 1/3. Again the coefficients 
a. .... h are expanded in Taylor series. 
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(6.17a) a(£^/^5.E^''^) = a^+e^^^^ (n)+E^/\2^^''^)"''' •"'^'°^^^^^3m+/^'^^' 
(6.17h) h(e^'h,c^'\) = hQ+£^/\^(n)+E2^\2(^''^^"'---*^°'*^^^*3m+/^'''^-
L is expanded as follows 
1/3j = „ ^ 1/3^ . 2/3„ . . m+1/3= £ L^ - TQ + E T^ + E T2 + ... + e T^^^, 
92 r2(0) g ^ g 
, "^O- = 0 ; ^ * (^-Hör^'^15 -7[öy 3Ï^  • 
Supposing the existence of an intermediate boundary Isiyer expansion 
(6.18) i^ "") = f Y (5.n)E''/^ 
y n=0 
we obtain the equations 
n 
(6.19) TQYQ = O, TQY^ = - I Vn-i * V/^'"'^' ° = 1 . 2 3m. 
i=1 
In addition the functions Y (5,n) have to satisfy conditions such that 
they are uniquely determined. On the one hand the intermediate boundary 
layer expansion has to match the outer and the ordinary boundary layer ex-
pansion, on the other hand it has to satisfy the boundary condition 
1/3 i)/(e n) for 5 = 0 and n * 0. 
In the outer expansion (6,10) the local coordinates corresponding to 
V = 2/3. y = 1/3 are substituted and the expansion is reordered. This 
yields 
(6.20) >^ = u(°)(5.n) * E^/V^/3)(,^^) , E2/3U(2/3)(,.,) , ... . 
The outer expansion matches the intermediate boundary layer expansion, 
provided that for 5/n = 0(1) and |n| » 1, 
(6.21) Y (5,n) = u(^/3)(5,^). 
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. . 2 For this case the limit 5 = Cn , 11+" corresponds to the direction of the 
line, which connects a and c, see figures 6.2, 6.3 and 6.U. The terms 
U (5,n) consist of contributions of all terms U-, U-, ..., U of (6.10) 
u(°/3)(5,,) = u(n/3)(5,,) , u(/3)(,^^) , _^ _ , u('^/3)(,^^). 
According to the matching principle for Y (5,n) a same expansion must hold 
Y^(5,n) = Y^°^(5.n) + y^^^5.n) + Y^^^5.n) + ... + Y^"'^5,n), 
(5/n^=0(1), |n|»l) 
where 
(6.22) Y^^^5.n) = U^°/3)(^^^) ^ 0(n°"^^), k = 0, 1, 2, ,.., m, 
n = 0, 1, 2, ..., 3m. 
A same procedure is applied to obtain a matching formula for the ordi-
nary boundary layer expansion (6,13) and the intermediate boundary layer 
expansion. The local coordinates corresponding to v = 2/3, y = 1/3 are sub-
stituted in expansion (6,13). Reordering of this expansion yields 
-^'^^ = v(°)(5,n) + E^/V^/3)(^^^) , ^2/3^(2/3)(^^^) , ...^ 
y^^'^^hE,.) = vJ'^ /3)(^ ^^ ) , v\-/^hK,.) * ... * vl^^^hE.r^) 
Let the series 
ï„(5.n) = Y^°^(5.n) + Y^^^(5.n) + Y^^^5.n) + ... + Y^'"^5.n) 
express the asymptotic behaviour of Y (5,n) for 5ri = 0(1), n >> 1. Then the 
matching condition becomes 
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(6.23) Y^^^5,n) = v["/3)(5^^) ^ 0(^n-3k^^ k = 0 , 1 , 2 m, 
n = O, 1, 2, ..., 3m. 
1/3 
Expansion (6.l8) is required to have the values I|/[E n] at the bound-
ary with an accuracy 0 ( E ). When a Taylor expansion of this given function 
is made, the boundary condition takes the form 
Y (o.n) = *^°^[o] n°/^: 
For n = 0,1 explicite solutions are available. 
(6.2U) YQ(5,n) = '^[0] 
and 
(6.25) Y^(5,n) = R(5,ri){<(''[0] + r(0)t2} - nr(0)n. " = 11^  + gQ<J'[0], 
where 
R(5,n) = -exp(-1/2a5n-1/126Ti^) . {a)R^+ü)^R2-w^R3-wRi^}/Y. 
Rl(5,n) = 
Ro(5.n) = 
,00 2 
Ai' (x) ,. / _v Y^ xto , 
Q ^ Ï U T Ai(x-m^5)e^ dx, 
Ai'(x) 
Ai(x) 
^•l 2^> ynxu), Ai(x-mü) 5)e dx, 
«3(5 \ - \ Ai' ("x) —-ri X Ai(a)X-mw5)e dx, 
Al ((DX ) 
R^(5.n) = I 
•'0 
Ai(z) represents the Airy function with argument z and Ai'(z) derivative, 
2 
Ai' (ü) x) ,./ 2 2^» Ynx, 
' p ' Ai(ü) x-mio 5)e dx. 
Ai(ü) x) 
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0) = exp(2/3iri). a = (r(O)-rp(O)) / (c-r(o)), 
0) = exp(-2/3Tfi). 6 = r(0)a'^, 
m^ = a/(2cQr(0)), y = CQr(0)m 
R(5.n) satisfies the homogeneous equation of (2.15) and has the boundary 
values R(0,n) = n (see appendix A). 
The reader will notice that the matching conditions are indeed satis-
fies, we verify the first two terms 
uj°\5,n) = vj°\5.n) = Yj,°^5.n) = ^[O], 
uj^/3^5,n) = Yi°\5,n) = - Vn2+25(r(0)-r2(0) )-^ 
H'Lol + r(o)n} - nr(0)n, 
V^^^^^5,n) = Y5°^5.n) = x\°ho,T^) + 2n{ii''[o] + r(o)fi} 
(see appendix B). 
exp-<-5n 
r(0)-r2(0) 
"v^  
5 /n=0(l), |n|+0 
5n=0(l), TT+" 
lOU 
d. Interior boundary layer expansion 
In this case the values v = 1, y = 1 are substituted in (6.7). The 
coefficients a, ..., h are expanded as follows. 
(6.23a) a(E5,£ri) = a. + Ea.(5.n) + ... + e°'*^a_^,(T,'n). 
(6.23h) h(E5,En) = h^ + eh^(5.n) + ... + e^^^^^^^ (5,n). 
The differentieil operator L becomes in expanded form 
eL E K„ + EK, + E \ - + ... + E^^^K , E 0 1 2 m' 
^ - _ ! 0 _ 3 l 2 ^ 0 ^ , £ _ 1 i_ 
° " r(0)2 3n2 " ^ ^ 3^^" °0 35^ " ^ ^ ^^' 
It is supposed that an expansion exists of the type 
(6.2U) "^"^  = I W^(5.n)E°, 
n=0 
so that W (5,n) satisfy the equations 
n 
(6.25) KWo"°' V n " " ^ ^iVi •" V/^»'^^' °=1. 2 m, 
i=1 
and the boundary conditions 
W^(0,n) = -(-^ "^ [O] nin[, 
For n = 0,1 we obtain the solutions 
n = 1. 2, .... m. 
WQ(5.n) = 1'[0]. 
w,(e,n) = wj^^5,n) - nr(o)n, (n=hQ+gQ!;,[o]) 
wS^)(5.n) = ^ 1 ïï 
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+" ,w.. _^ „ K,(kr) 
f « ' ' " ' - ^ ' ' , < ï ^ ' ^ r - * . 
r = Vu^+(v-p)^. k = 1/2CQ / (agCQ-bg), 
u = 1/2 i(X^-X2)5, 
V = 1/2 (X^+X2)5 + r(0)ri, 
S,2= (-V^Vo-^o) / V 
K,(z) denotes a modified Bessel function with argument z. The function 
f-(z) has to be bounded and continuous with f-(0) = 0 and 
fl(o) = (n+i|)'[0])r(0). A function that satisfies these conditions is 
f^(z) = f'(0)ze"^. 
Finally, we study the matching conditions for the interior boundary-
layer expansion and the intermediate boundary-layer expansion. In (6.2U) 
the local coordinates corresponding to v = 2/3, y = 1/3 are introduced, so 
that 
, W = w(°) + £^/3^wSl/3) , „(1/3) , ^ _ , „(l/3)j , 
+ £2/y 2/3) , „(2/3) , _,^  .w(2/3)}^... . 
1 2 m 
Let 
Yj^(5.n) = Y^°^5.n) + Y^^^5,n) + Y^2^5.n) + ... 
constitute an asymptotic expansion of Y (5.n) for n/5 = 0(l). 0 < 5 << 1. 
It appears that the matching condition is satisfied, if 
„(k), . _ (n/3) _ ./.V^^. 
\ ^^•'^^ - ^ n+nQ+3k)/3 - °^ ^ '' 
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HQ = 1 if n = 2, 5. 8, 
HQ = 2 if n = 1, U, 7, .... 
HQ = 3 if n = 3, 6, 9 
We remark that indeed 
,2 
see appendix C. 
2 
Yi°^(5.n) = M\'^^'^\E,n) = (n + ^^ö^) (.i''[0]+fir(0)) - nnr(o), 
6.3 UNIFORMLY VALID EXPANSIONS 
In this section an expansion for the solution is constructed, which 
holds uniformly in G. 
First, a formal uniform is composed of the significant formal approxi-
mations. For that purpose, the results of the matching method are utilized 
to reorder the local expansions in such a way that expansions with regular 
coefficients can be obtained. 
Next, it is proved that the first three terms of the formal composite 
expansion approximate the solution $(x,y;E) with an accuracy 0(e). 
Until so far we only studied formal local approximations which hold in 
a neighbourhood of A. We also have to investigate the formal local approxi-
mations holding in a neighbourhood of B, since we have the intention to 
construct a formal uniformly valid approximation. With a similar analysis 
it can be shcjwn, that the same types of local expansions arise near B. In 
the sequel, the expression 
i("')= T^e^'^ V „ n 
^ n=0 
represents an intermediate boundary-layer expansion near A and B: i.e. 
Y = Y ( A ) + Y ( ^ \ 
n n n ' 
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where 'i (E,r[) has the form of (6.18). The function Y^ has a same form 
n n 
(g\ _ _ 
Y„ (5,n). where 5. n follows from n 
X = (r(9)-p) sin e + Xg. 
y = (r(9)-p) cos 9, 
ïï-9 = nE^/3^ 7 = 5 E 2 / 3 . 
Similar assumptions have been made for the interior boundary layer expan-
sion and for the matching terms. 
The ordinary boundary layer functions V (p/£,9) are exponentially in-
creasing in the left part of the domain G. In order to express these bound-
ary layer terms as functions defined in the whole domain G we multiply them 
by an infinitely differentiable smoothing factor K(p/p ), which is defined 
in G as follows. 
Outside a neighbourhood of r it equals zero, inside a neighbourhood of T 
1/3 1/3 ^ 
we distinguish three cases for E < 8 < 9g - E 
a. 0 _< p <_ 1/3PQ, where K(P/PQ) = 1, 
b. 1/3PQ ^ P i. 2/3P-, where K(p/p ) is monotonie decreasing 
from one to zero, 
c. 2/3PQ 1 P 1 PQ. where K(P/PQ) = 0. 
Thus in the sequel the following expression for the ordinary boundary layer 
function is used 
VJJ(P/E,9) = K(p/pg) V^(p/£,9). 
Before continuing our analysis we summarize the results of the prece-
ding section. 
a. We have obtained an approximation of the solution, which holds outside 
neighbourhoods of the points A and B: 
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(6.26) i(x,y;e) = f {U„(x,y) + V^(p/E,e)}£'^ + Z„(x,y;E), 
n=0 
m+1, In [7^ it is proved that Z (x,y;E) = O(E ) uniformly in G apart from 
small neighbourhoods of A and B, 
b. Near the points A and B we obtained formal local approximations, which 
we called intermediate and interior boundary layer expansions. 
c. By means of matching methods conditions were derived for the terms of 
the expansions mentioned in a and b. 
In figure 6.5a we show in a suggestive picture the domains correspon-
ding with the various expansions. The lines separating these domains are 
determined by the thickness (in order of magnitude of E) of the boundary 
layers (see figure 6.5b). The values of v,y of figure 6.5b correspond with 
the values from formula (6.7). 
1/3 
• 
I 
I I 
I I I 
s \ \ 
\ 
1 \ — 
2/3 
fig. 6.5a fig. 6.5b 
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Step by step a formal tisynptotic uniform approximation is composed 
Expansion (6.26) is reordered and the terms U, , V which were o' 
tained with the matching method are put forwards in the series 
(6.27) * = UQ -^^0 -^  E1/3(U(1/3),^(1/3),U(1/3),V(1/3),..^) , 
2/3,„(2/3)^TT(2/3)^„(2/3)^^(2/3) 
£ (u;^' ^'+v;'^' ^^u^^' ^'+v^'' ^ ' + . . . ) + 
£(U,-US^/3)_„(2/3)^^^_^(1/3).^(2/3),„(3/3),^(3/3),^^_) , _^^  
Using (6.22) and (6.23) we deduce tha t Y has the following asyii5>totic be-
haviour 
_ (n/3) . - ( n / 3 ) . „(n/3) . M3) . „(n/3) . T7(n/3) . 
n " ^0 ^0 1 1 2 "2 
Considering these relations we introduce an expansion, which is identical 
to (6.27) in domain I and to (6.18) in domain II. 
(6.28) * = U„ - V^ - E^/3(,^_„(l/3)_^(l/3)) , ^2/3(,^_y(2/3)_^(2/3)) , 
e(ü^-uS^/3)_y(2/3)^^^_^(l/3) , 
„ „(3/3) 7(3/3) „(3/3) v(3/3)x . 
3" 0 " 0 " 1 " 1 ' 
Finally, we are able to construct an expansion, which is identical to 
(6.28) in I and II and to the interior boundary layer expansion (6.2U) in 
III. 
(6.29) * = U, - V^ + £^/3(,^_,(l/3)_,(1/3)) , ^2/3(,^_y(2/3)_-(2/3)) , 
e(U^-uS^/3)_y(2/3),7^_7(1/3)_^(2/3), 
Y3-uj3/3).v(3/3)_y(3/3)_^(3/3)^„^.„{l/3).„(2/3)) ^ ^ _,, 
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Expansion (6.29) has all properties desired for the function *(x,y;E) such 
as exponential decay near the boundary r and an "Airy function" behaviour 
near A and B, which forms a linkage between the interior solution expressed 
in modified Bessel functions and the solution outside neighbourhoods of A 
and B. 
However, \intil so far we did not prove that a finite number of terms 
of (6,29) approximates the function *(x,y;E) with some accuracy in E. We 
will prove that 
(6,30) * = U^ - V„ -^  £^/3(Y^.u(l/3)_^(l/3)) , ^2/3(y^_y(2/3)_-(2/3)) , 
e(v^-v5^/3)_-(2/3)^^^_„(3/3).^(3/3)_^(3/3)) , ,^  
where Z(x,y;£) = 0(E) uniformly in G, 
For this purpose a theorem of Eckhaus and De Jager [7] is reproduced, \^ich 
forms an application of the maximum principle, 
Theorem 6,1 Let $(x,y;£) be the solution of the boundary value problem 
Lg* = h^(x,y;£) 
valid in a bounded domain G with 
*| = * (x,y;£) 
along the boundary V of G. If 
h (x,y;£) = 0(E°') in G, a >_ 0, 
and 
ii^(x,y;e) = O(E^) along r, B ^  0, 
then at most 
*(x,y;E) = o(£'^"("«^)) in G. 
I l l 
Substitution of (6.30) in (6.3) yields 
(6,31) L^Z = -[£(L2UQ+M2VQ+M^V^-KP3Y^+T2Y2+T^Y3) + 
h,+h,6+l/2h3392+h^p-L^{E^/3(„(l/3),^(l/3),^(l/3)), 
^2/3(u(2/3),^(2/3),^(2/3)),^(„(3/3),^(3/3),7(3/3))^3^ 
moreover it follows from (6.30) that 
Zl = 0(e). 
'r 
The right-hand side of (6.31) contains singular terms, but it will be 
proved that all these singularities cancel out. 
The following properties of the local expansion terms will be used in 
order to prove that 
L^(Z) = 0(E) 
uniformly in G. 
a. The expressions 
K, =T3(Y^-u(^/3)_^(^/3)_^(;/3))^ 
K2=^2(V"o'^'^-^o'^'^-^S'^'^)' 
K3=T,(Y3-u(3/3)_v(3/3).v(3/3)) 
are bounded in G, so that a number M independent of E exists such that 
max{|Kj, iKgl, [K^] } <_ M. 
b. In appendix D we prove that 
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hg + h^9 + l/2hgg92 + hpP + 
(e-'\^^*e'/\)e'/\u'^'^^¥^'/^K-v\'^^h* 
(£-^/3^^^^)^2/3(„(2/3),7(2/3),7(2/3))^ 
(E-^/3^,)E(u(3/3),v(3/3),vi3/3))= 
Sing{L2UQ} + Sing{M2Vg} + Sing{M^V^} + Z, 
where 
Z = O(E^) for 1/3PQ < p < 2/3PQ, E^''^ < 9 < 9g - £^ ^^ 3 
(N arbitrary large) 
Z = 0 elsewhere in G, 
Sing{S(x.y;£)} denotes the singular terms of a development of S(x,y;E) 
near A (and B). 
The contribution to the right-hand side of (6.31) comes from the regu-
lar parts of LgU , MgV-, M.V and from K , K2 and K_, Thus we find that 
L Z = 0(E) in G. 
Applying the theorem mentioned above we may conclude that Z(x,y;£) = 0(e) 
uniformly in G, We remark that a same accuracy is obtained when the term of 
0(e) is omited in (6,30), 
It is emphasized that an estimate of the remainder term of a truncated for-
mal uniform expansion can only be made with the maximum principle, if the 
last term of the truncated expansion is of order 0(£ ), m = 1, 2, ... . In 
this last term the contribution from the interior boundtiry-layer expansion 
can be omitted. 
6.U HIGHER ORDER TANGENCY 
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It appears that the order of tangency in the points A and B determines 
the coznposition of the uniformly valid approximation. Therefore, we study 
this tangency in detail 
In a neighbourhood of A the coordinates of the boxindary 
X = r(9)sin 9, y = r(9)cos 9 
are expanded for small 9 
X = r(o)e + (I|j_-lM)e3+ ...^  
ro(0) _/„N o i-,(0) 
y = r(0) + (-fj— - i^)9'= + - | j — 9^ + 
r ^ r ^ ^ , 
UI 2:2: U' 
In the preceding sections we considered the case r(0) > rp(o) which 
agrees with the relation 
* = '(°) V T Ï Ï Ï S Ï Ï T ^^Ï^(^)^ * 0((r(0)-y)) 
between the coordinates of the boundary near A (see also Visik and 
Lyustemik [3U]). 
From now on we also consider the case where the tangency of the char-
acteristic of L.. to the boundary in A is of higher order. Let 
y = r(0) - k(°)92 - k('^ )93 - kj'^ g^'* - k(")95 - ,.., 
and kg = k^ ^ = ,,, = k2^_^ = 0, kg" > 0, then the tangency is of the 
order 2n - 1, This leads to the following relation between the coordinates 
of the boundary near A 
11U 
1 
2n X = r(0) t7(kj"))-^ (r(0)-y)2^ 
An analogous argument holds for the tangency in B. 
In comparing the local expansions for different orders of tangency we 
see one important change, i.e. the intermediate boundary layer. 
Firstly, the intermediate boundary layer arises for other values of v and y 
(see formula (6.7)), and secondly, the local equation (and therefore also 
the local expansion) is different. Thus, the intermediate boundary layer is 
determined by the order of tangency. 
Let (v ,y ) be the point in the v,y-plane that corresponds to the in-
termediate boundary layer equation in case of (2n-l)th order of tangency. 
Then the differential operator £ "^ L is expanded as follows 
E \ ^ E TJ,"^  + e\\''^ + E^ S^ -^ ) + .... 
f \ 1-2v +y .2 y -V / > ^ ., A^) = „ P ii n 3 _ / n n „(n) _\ 3_ 
^0 - "O^ 3^2 * ^ ^0 " r(0) 3n ' 
We take 1 - 2v + y = 0, so that the first and third term of T„ are of 
n n IS 0 
the same order of magnitude in E. X is the first term of the expanded 
operator 
y y 
,, n> n y 
r'(nE )cos TIE . , Us 
— ^ • - sin(n£ ) 
y V \ 1 / 
/ n> _ n 
r(nE ) - 5E 
35 
(n) 
For the (2n-l)th order of tangency the following expression for X^ is 
computed 
^(n) .^(n) 2n-1 (2n-l)y^ ^  
^0 = ^ 2n ^ " 3? • 
y -V , > 
The term £ ° °X„ is of the order 0(l), if y - v + (2n-l)y = 0. Since 0 ' n n n 
the condition 1 - 2v ••• l^n = 0 also exists, we obtain for v , y the values 
y = 2n ,, _ 1 
n Un-1 n 4n-1 
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A diagram as figure 6.2 can be made. When these diagrams are brought in one 
figure (fig. 6.6), we observe that 
a, lim (v^ ,yjj) = (1/2,0), 
n+o» 
b, in order to match the intermediate boundary layer and the outer expan-
sion we need to introduce limits of the type 5/n = 0(l), |n| + *"» 
c, in order to match the intermediate boundary layer and the ordinary 
boundary layer expansion we have to introduce limits of the type 
^ 2n-1 „,,> 
5n = 0(1), n + «>. 
1/2 V V V 
' 3 2 1 
fig. 6.6 
In the point (v,y) = (1/2,0) the intermediate boundary layer equation 
degenerates to a parabolic equation 
2 
3 1 3 
"^=0 ;^ - 7(ÖT 3^  - SQ) \ = ^0-
It is easily deduced that this parabolic equation forms a local representa-
tion of a parabolic boundary layer equation, which is obtained from (6.3) 
1/2 by stretching the y-coordinate, y = r(0) - 5 £ , and letting e tend to 
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zero (see figure 6.7). 
3^ 3 
(c(x,r(0)) - 2 ^ - |- - g(x,r(0))) Y^ = h(x,r(0)). 
35^ 3x p 
P 
y 
/ \ 
7Z 
r(0) 
- ^ \ \ \ \ 1 , 
1 ( / 
/ / 
v/ 
/ / \ 
y / 
fig. 6.7 
Returning to finite n we suppose that an intermediate boundary layer 
expansion exists of the type 
.(m) _ .^ (n) . ^ *^ n„(n) . ^  ^ n„(n) . . ^ my(n) 
* = Y - + e Y - + e i_ +...+ e i , y 0 1 2 m/y 
Remark Exactly, as in the case of first order tangency a particular solu-
tion of the homogeneous intermediate boundary layer equation is available. 
For example for n = 2 we have 
Ai(x-m5+S2(n)) . exp[-1/2a5n + rnx + t2(n)]. 
82(n) = 1/2k^l^2 _ i/u^(2)^U^ 
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t2{n) = (l/Uk^^^a+1/12B)n^ - ^/&ak[^\'^. 
With the aid of this particular solution we can determine Y ) " such that 
it satisfies all conditions. 
Let the order of tangency in A be 2n - 1 and in B 2n - 1. Following 
section 6.3 the remainder term Z(x,y;e) of 
P. (n ) (y ) _(y ) y (n ) (y^) _(y ) 
* = U, + V, + e ^ Y^ A - u / - V / } + e ^ Y^ B _^^ ^  _^^ B ^ , ^ 
e *{... + E{V^-V^ ^ ...-V^  ^-V^^.,,-V^ ^ + 
(n ) (vJv,) Jv./u.) (n ) (yTj/Wi,) _(yT,/y„) Jy^/yp) 
^l/y,-"0 " " - V / ^ +Y^/;^-U„ = ^ -V^^ B _^ ^ B B ^ , ,, 
can be estimated, 
The proof that Z = 0(E) uniformly in G is similar to the proof given in 
section 6,3. 
The following statement is a direct consequence of the foregoing. 
If the order of tangency in A is (2n,-l) and in B (2n„-l), then 
A n 
• ' 1 1 N 
min(-i 7, -i - ) 
_ Un -1 Un -1 
* = UQ + VQ + 0(E * ^ ) 
uniformly in G. Frankena [11] estimated the remainder term 
. , 1 1 X 
m i n ^ x — , T — ; Un. Un^ 
0(E ^ M . 6.5 A MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICAL PROBLEM 
The mathematical problem we dealt with in this chapter is concerned 
with parallel flow of conducting fluid along an insulating pipe of circulsa-
cross-section perpendular to which a uniform magnetic field B is applied. 
The system satisfies the modified Navier-Stokes eqiiation and the induction 
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equation (see Gold [13]). This problem is reduced to that of solving the 
equations 
2 2 . 
X y 
3 b . 3^) M 3v _ n 
_ + _ _ M-^-- 0, 
3x 3y X 
with the boundary values 
V = b = 0 r = 1, 
The variables v and b denote the velocity of flow and the induced magnetic 
field, both in a direction normal to the x,y-plane. The constant M repre-
sents the Hartmann ntunber 
M = BQ(a/pv)^^^, 
where p and v are the density and the viscosity of the fluid and cr is its 
electrical conductivity. 
fig. 6.8 
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Because of the symmetry with respect to the x-axis, it is sufficient 
to solve the problem 
(6.32a) A$ - M | ^ = -1 
(6,32b) * = 0 on r = 1, 
v(x,y) = v(-x,y) = 1/2[0(x,y) + $(-x,y)]. 
b(x,y) = -b(-x,y) = 1/2[$(x,y) - $(-x,y)], 
An exact solution of this problem is available 
I'(^) /^ ^^\ ^/ «\ r sin9 . ,-2rsin9> r , n'2 ,Mr^ ^. „„ (6,33) *(r,9) — + exp( jp-) I k^ — — I^(-) s m n9, 
n=0 1^(2) 
X = r sin9, y = r cos9, 
k = 1 if n = 0, k = 2 if n * 0, 
n ' n 
For large values of M expression (6,33) is computationally useless, 
since the series converges slc»wly. A first attempt to describe the asymp-
totic behaviour of (6,33) was made by Shercliff [32], Roberts [31] gave an 
approximation for large M, which sigrees in great lines with our analysis 
(see sections 6.1 - 6.2). 
The differences are noted in the following three points 
1. In [31] it is not evident that the approximation of (6.32) is still 
singular in (0,1) and (0,-1). It turns out that another boxindary layer 
exists (the interior boundary layer). We must admit, however, that 
this does not change the value of the net flux of fluid dcrwn the pipe 
—7/3 for the required accuracy of 0(M ). The contribution of the interior 
boundary layer to the next flux is of order 0(M~ ), 
2. The matching conditions, that we derived, differ from the ones used by 
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Roberts. It is worth mentioning that our approach has reduced the num-
ber of necessary computations. Conditions (Ul) and (U2) of [3I] are 
replaced by one condition (B.l). 
3. By estimating the remainder term, we have shown that the first terms 
of the formal asymptotic solution indeed approximate *(r.9). 
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APPENDIX 
APPENDIX A 
The problem, studied in this appendix, is formulated as follcjws. 
A function R(5,n) satisfies the differential equation 
^ A 1 ^  3^ R ^  ,, l 2 ^ v ^ 3R _!_ 3R _ „ 
and has the boundary values 
R(0,n) = n. 
Moreover, the matching conditions have an effect on the problem. The fol-
lowing asynqptotic behaviour is a consequence of it, 
R(5,n) = - ^T)^+2E(r(0)-r^(0)) for 5/n^ = 0(1), |n| » 1. 
and 
r(0)-r2(0) 
R(5,n) = -n + 2n exp{-5n — ^ ~ ^ T Q ) — ^ fo^ 5n = 0(1), n » 1. 
The solution of this problem has been given by Roberts [31]. In great 
lines it is as follows, 
Introduction of a new dependent variable $(5.ri). 
(A,2) *(5,n) = exp(+1/2a5ri+1/12Bn^) R(5.n). 
a = (r(0)-r2(0)) / (cQr(O)), 6 = r(0)a^, 
leads to the equation 
(A.3) =0 4 ^ '^ O'"'?* = 7(ïï) 1^' m3=a/(2cQr(0)), 
35 
and the boundary condition 
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(A.U) ^(Q,T]) = n exp(1/12Bri3), 
We note that 
(A.5a) P^(^,i\;v) = e^"^ Ai(p-m5), 
(A.5b) P2(e.n;p) = e^ '^ P Ai(a)p-ma)5). 
(A.5c) P3(5,n;p) = e^ '^ ^ Ai(ü)Vmw^C), 
2 2 
tl) = exp(2/3ifi). w = exp(-2/3ifi). Y = Cgr(0)m 
are solutions of (A.3). where Ai(z) denotes the Airy function and p an ar-
bitrary constant. 
Two of the three solutions (A.5) can be chosen independently. By consider-
ing these three solution together some special properties of Airy functions 
can be used. 
Roberts [31] introduces the solution 
(A.6) R(5.n) = -m~^ exp(-1/2a5Ti-1/12BTi^ ){uR^ +ü)^ R2-ü)^ R3-ü)R^ } / Y. 
R/5.n) = f ^ i ^ Ai(x-m.5)eY^^ dx, 
«2(^''^) = I" ^ i ^ Ai(x-ma.25)e^^^dx, 
R,(5.n)= f ^Ï^^Ai( 
^ Jo Ai(a)x) 
2 2.V Ynx, Ü) x-mw 5)e dx. 
From the theory of Airy functions it is kncwn that for all x 
(A.7) Ai(x) + ü»Ai(wx) + a)^ Ai(ü)^ x) = O 
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and consequently 
(A. 8) Ai'(x) + ü)^ Ai'(ü)x) + (üAi'(u^x) = O, 
Thus 
(A.9) R(0,n) = -m-2 exp(-1/126n^) f Ai'(x)(e^^^+..e^'^^^a.V'^^'*')dx. 
•'o 
In [31] it is shown that indeed 
R(0,n) = n. 
Moreover, the conditions for the asyn^jtotic behaviour are satisfied, as we 
will see in appendix B. 
APPENDIX B 
We prove tha t 
(B.l) R(5.n) = - Vn^+25(r(0)-r2(0)) for 5/n^ = 0 ( l ) . | n | » 1. 
After a changing of in tegra t ion var iables R(5.n) takes the form 
(B.2) R(5.n) = -m~^ exp(-1/126n^) [Rj^ +R^+R^+Rj^ ] 
\ 
f Al' (mü)5+x) , . / » yritii x^ 
= w ~~r^/—fT~Y Ai(x)e ' dx. 
JQ Ai(m(ü5+x) * 
2 I Ai'(m(i) S+x) , . / X Yiux^ RT, = w ^—J*—'- Ai(x)e ' dx, 
Jo Ai(m<D 5+x) 
_ 2 I Ai ' (mü)5+(ox) , . , « Ynx, 
«C = - " JQ Ai(ma.5+a.xi ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' 
r> Ai'(mti) 5+m x) . . / 2 > Ynx, 
Rjj = -Ü) I ^—2^—2~^ A^(" ^'^ ^-
J n AT (m,\ r+ / . i IT I 
12U 
For n > O the greatest contribution comes from R_ and K^. Taking these 
terms together and making use of the asymptotic property 
Ai 
we obtain 
^^i^«- ^* 0(p-^  for IPI » 1, 
R^ + Rjj " - /m5+x {u)Ai((i)x) + ü)^ Ai(u^ x)}e^ '^ *dx. 
0 
With (A.7) this form is reduced to 
(B.3) R(, + Rp » /m5+x Ai(x)e dx. 
0 
Application of the saddle-point method leads to asymptotic formula (B.l), 
For n < 0 R. and R^ dominate and behave like (B.3). 
For the proof that 
r(0)-r2(0) 
R(5.n) = -n + 2TI exp{-5n — ^ 7 ^ 0 1 — ^ * ^^ ~ °^^^' ^ ** ''• 
the reader is referred to [31]. 
APPENDIX C 
In this appendix it is shown, that 
„2 
"0 
The integrands of (A.6) sure expanded to 5 
^^ •^'^ ^ " "^  * 2r(0)c ^°^ "^'^ = 0(1) and 0 < 5 « 1. 
R(5.n) = -m~^ exp{-1/2a5n-1/12Bn^} {*j^ +*g+*(,+$j,}. 
J = (1) 
A 
2 
.•1/ A r, ^ Ai'(x) ^ 1 2 2^2 Ai"(x) ^ , Ynxw , 
Ai'(x){1-na.5^ïg|+2""^^ ^ ï g | + ... }e^ dx. 
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2 r .- , / \r. 2, Ai'(x) . 1 2 2^ Ai"(x) . ^^ Ynxu. 
*B= " J^Ai ' (x){1-m*o5-i ï | f |+2" '"^ "111^1* •"^^ ^ • 
2 r . . . / Ar, , Ai'(a)x) . 1 2 2,.2 Ai"(ü)x) . i^ Ynx. 
*^ = -u> J ^ A i ' ( . o x ) { 1 - m u , 5 - ^ ï g ^ + 2 " ' ' ^ ^ " A Ï & y * ' ' ' ^^ ^ ' 
r , . , - 2 w, 2^  Ai'(a)^x) ^ 1 2-2 Ai"(u)^ x) . i^ Ynx, 
$ = _io Al' (o) x){1-ma) 5 ^ r, + -p m 0)5 p + . . . / e cix. 
° Jo A i ( u x ) "^ A i ( u x ) 
Let these developments to 5 be represented by 
, = , (1 ) . , (2 ) , , ( 3 ) ^ 
A A A A 
. ^ , , ( 1 ) . . ( = ) , , ( 3 ) , . . . , 
then for small 5 
R(5.n) = R^^^(5,n) + R^^^(5.n) + R^^^5.n) + . . . . 
R(''\5.n) = m-2 exp{-1/2a5n-l/l2Bn3} i^^ '^ +^ i^ '^ +^ c''^ "'*!)''^ -^
Using (A.8) and (A.9) we obtain 
R^^^5.n) = n + 0(5^). 
,(2) . ,(2) 
A B 
^(2) . ,(2) = 
-oo 2 2 
_ I {Ai' (x)} f 2 Ynxü) Ynxü), , 
""Mo Aiixi -^"^^ -"« '^^ ' 
*n = m5 
{Ai'(u)x)}^ , {Ai'(a)^x)}^ 
Ai(a)x) A,-/..2„x Ai((o x) 
Ynx, 
e dx. 
The function P(x) = - {Ai ' (s)} —T-rj—t— ds i s introduced, so t ha t Ai(s) * 
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P(z) - - {^^^j^j} Ai(s)ds «• - sAi(s)ds = -I Ai"(s)ds = Ai'(z) 
for an integration path s = R(o) e''^  with R(a) » 1 and 0 <_ \^(o)\ < ii 
2 
- mY5n r P(x){-<oe^'^*'^^ - u.^^'^*'^}dx, 
Jo 
*C^^ + *p^^ = m5[e^ '^ ''{ü)^ P(a)x) + a.P(A)}]Q + 
- mY5n I {P(a)x)a)^  + P(ü)^ x)a)}e^ '^ *dx. r 
Jo 
It is easily verified that 
R^2)(5,^) = 0(5^). 
*(3) , ,(3) 
A B 
^00 
- 1 m2r2 I 
" 2 " ' ^ Jo 
xAi'(x) {e^^*" + e^ '^ '^ }dx. 
*(3) . ^ i^) = I m^5^ 2.. x{-ü) Ai'(a)x) - a)Ai'((D x)}e dx. .r,„2^UoYnx, 
R^-^^(5,n) = - -J 5^ exp(-1/2a5n-1/l2Bn^) «•1/ Nr Ynx^ Ynxd)^ Ynxu) ,, xAi'(x){e +e +e }dx. 
Partial integration yields 
R^3^5.n) = i 5^ exp(-1/12Bn3) f . Ai(x){eY'l^+e^1^+eY^'^^ dx + 0(5^). 
Applying the same manipulation as to (A.9) yields 
Finally we mention that 
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R^''^5.n) = 0(5^) for n = U, 5, 6, 
APPENDIX D 
In this appendix we prove that 
hg + h^9 + 1/2h9g92 + hpP + 
(e-^/3^^^^,,1/3^^) ,1/3(y{l/3),^(1/3)^^(1/3)) , 
( e - ' \ ^ ^ ) E2/3(u(2/3),v(2/3),vi2/3)) , 
(£-^/3^^) ,(^ (3/3)^ (^3/3)^ ^^ (3/3)) ^  
•Sing{L2UQ} + Sing{M2VQ} + Sing{M.,V.|} + Z, 
where Z = 0(£^) for 1/3PQ < P < 2/3PQ. E < 9 < 9^ - £^'3 ^^ N arbitrary 
large. Sing{S(x,y;£)} denotes the singular terms of a development of 
S(x,y;Ë) near A (and B), see section 6.3. 
Before we prove this relation, some differential operators are intro-
2 1/3 
duced. Let p = C9 (C*0) and 9 = 0(£ ), then the operators S. and S„ of 
(6.6) are expanded as follows 
^1 - ^ 10 * ^ 11 "" ^ 12 •" ^ 13 * •••• 
^2 = ^ 20*^21 *^22-^«23* •••• 
where 
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«i2^-b2^<^*-Tröy)«^;^>lë* 
r ,(0) r (0) r (0) r (o) -, 
r io ; -' 
32 -2b g2 r (0) 2 
«20 ^ =0 - 2 ' « 2 r 7(01 3ÏÏ3ë ^ 2bQ(^  " T[öT^ ' -2 ' 
op op 
R = - ^ ^ l i + 2 ( . ^ 0 ^ V ! 0 ) e ^ . { ( V 2 l ^ 22 - r(0)2 ae2 ^ ( 0 ) 2 -^Tï ïy )«3p39*^( ^^^^2 " 
2r2(ö) (a^ -CQ)+r (O)b^ ^2 
TTÖ) * (V=o)^ « -^  %P> TT * 
3p 
V 2 l ^ aQ+r(0)dp 3 
r ( 0 ) 2 " -<0 i • ' 0 ^ 3P • 
1/3 
Let 5 = C/9 (C*0 and P=5Ë) and 9 = 0(E '^), then the ordinary boundary 
layer operators M. i = O, 1, ,,. are expanded as follows 
"o^^OO-^ï'oi * P 0 2 * •••• 
"1 ^ ^ O - ^ ^ l ^ ^ 1 2 * •••• 
""2 =- ^ 20 -^  ^ 21 * ^ 22 -^  
where 
P = c -— - ( 00 - " - n o ^ 
3^  /2(°^ , 3 ^2^0) a2 r,(0) p , 
2 
o;p-(TTÖ7-^)«35'^oi V^-T(ÖT)«t2-2Höy« I?. 
35 
. V 2 i ^ 2r2(0)(ap-CQ)+r3(0)bp 2 ^^^^ 
r(o)2 Hö) * ( v V ) « ; p - 7^(öy 
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! 2 i ^ ( l , l 2 i ^ ) , 1 j 9 3 ^ P = - 1 - ^ 
" 2ÏTÖr ^ T(öy^ F ^ 35* 10- r(0) 39' 
p - '"o ^ P - P . V V ^ ^0-%, , ^ ^ , i l ^ 
^11 " " 7(öy 3539 " ^0' ^12 " ''^ ,„«2 ~ T(öy^ •* 3539 ^^ 5^  ,^2 
rvo; o5 
a ^ ^ ao-^r(o)dQ , 3 ^ 1 , , ^^2^°) 2 3 
~7(^ ^^°^ - ^0^ 35 * 27Töy ^' * TIÖT^ ® 39 -
rp(0) a *n a2 
g ro ° _ _ o p - p - o P - O è 5 3 
- 27(07 ^« 35 - «1^' ^20 = ^21 = O' ^22 = ^(„)2 ^^2 " ^^^^2 38 ' 
It is readily established that between these operators expansions and 
the intermediate boundary layer operators T. the following relations exist: 
(D.la) TQ -= e^^3(R^^^,R^^) , E-2/3(p^^+eP^Q+E2p2^). 
(D.lb) T., E e^/^{^^^+eE^^) i e"^^^(Poi*^Pl l^^^l ^ • 
(D.lc) T2 i £ (R^ 2'^ '^ «22^  - ^^0l'^^^12*''%2^-
Since S.U^ = h(p,9), we have for p and 9 sufficiently small the rela-
tion 
,(l/3)^„(2/3). 
^0*«11*«12*---) ( V " 0 '''<''*•••) 
ho + h^9 + 1/2h9/ + hpP + ,., 
Equalization of terms of a same order of magnitude yields 
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«10*0 = ° 
R ,1, +R 1/3„(l/3) _ , 
«1lV«10^ "o - ^ 0 
+ 
(D.2) (Rio-^«11*«12*«13^V(«10*«11*«12)^'^M'^^^^ 
(«io-^ «ii)^ '^ M'^ '^ *«io^ "o''''^  = VN^^^/^h^e^S"-
Similarly, because M^V = 0 and M_V + M.V = 0, we have the relations 
(P.3.) (P„„«o,*P„,)e^'X"'' * <V^O,''''M'''' * Vi'"' • " 
(D 3b) (P +P +P )£-2/3v(l/3) + (p +p )c-1/3v(2/3) ^  p v(3/3) ^  (ü.iü) ^ ^ 00^01^02'^ 1^ ^^OO^Or^ 1^ ^00^1 
(P +P +P )£l/3y(l/3) ^ (p ^p ),2/3y(2/3) ^ p ,v^3/3) ^  o_ 
^10 11 12' ^0 *^^ io ir "0 10 o 
Formulae (D.l), (D.2) and (D.3) are utilized in order to show that 
(D.U) hp + h.,9 + 1/2hgg92 + hpP + 
(£-^/\+T^+E^/3^^),1/3(y(l/3),^(l/3),^(l/3)) ^ 
(E-^/3^^,^^) e2/3(„(2/3),^(2/3),^(2/3)) ^ 
(e-'\) • e(u(3/3)^v(3/3),v;3/3)) = 
(«20-21-22)^^'M^'^^ * («20-2l)^^'M^'^^ * «20^^'^^ * 
(^20-21-22)^''^^^'^^ + (P,o-2l)^^'^i^'^^ -20^^^^'^^ * 
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(P +P +P )E'/3^(^/3) ^ ,p ^p ),2/3^(2/3) ^  p ^^ 
^10 11 12^ M *^^ io ir 1^ io" 
77(3/3) . „ 
1 ^* 
where 
Z = O(E^) for 1/3PQ 1 P 1 2/3PQ. e^^^ < 9 < 9g - £^ ''3^  
Z = O elsewhere in G. 
The right-hand side of (D.U) cancels the singular terms of L2UQ, M2VQ and 
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SAMENVATTING 
In de laatste jaren is het aantal publikaties, dat betrekking heeft op 
de singuliere storingsmethode, sterk toegenomen. Slechts in enkele van deze 
studies gaat men in op de grondslagen van deze methode. 
Bij wijze van inleiding wordt in dit proefschrift een klasse van be.-
kende êên-dimensionale singuliere storingsproblemen behandeld en wordt een 
verband gelegd met een publikatie van Eckhaus [5] over de grondslagen van 
het aansluitingsprincipè. Vervolgens wordt aangetoond dat het aansluitings-
principe in twee-dimensionale singuliere storingsproblemen op analoge wijze 
gefundeerd kan worden. In het nu volgende probleem is deze theorie van toe-
passing. 
Wij beschouwen het Dirichlet probleem voor de inhomogene elliptische 
partiële differentiaalvergelijking 
ELg* + L^$ = h(x,y) 
in een begrensd convex gebied G van het x,y-vlak. In deze vergelijking 
stellen L.. en L_ respektievelijk een lineaire eerste orde en een lineaire 
tweede orde operator voor en is E een kleine positieve parameter. 
Het is bekend dat de funktie $ een steil verloop heeft in een omgeving 
van een deel van de rand. In die omgeving is de limiet van *(x,y;£) voor 
c 
E + 0 niet-uniform. Met de gebruikelijke singuliere storingsmethode con-
strueert men twee eaymptotische ontwikkelingen: de grenslaagontwikkeling, 
die geldt in genoemde omgeving, en de uitwendige ontwikkeling, die geldt in 
het resterende gebied van G. Volgens het aansluitingsprincipè dienen deze 
ontwikkelingen in een zeker overgangsgebied eenzelfde gedrag te hebben. 
Tenslotte wordt uit de begintermen van de twee ontwikkelingen een asympto-
tische benadering van * samengesteld, die uniform geldig is in G. 
Het is echter niet mogelijk om op deze wijze uniform geldende hogere 
orde benaderingen te konstrueren, daar de hogere orde termen van de beide 
ontwikkelingen singulier zijn in twee punten van de rand. In de direkte om-
geving van deze singuliere pijnten onstaat in feite de grenslaag. Dit ver-
schijnsel, in de literatuur [6] "geboorte van een grenslaag" genoemd, wordt 
^ 
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in dit proefschrift bevredigend verklaard door middel van een lokale analy-
se van de oplossing van de differentiaalvergelijking, zodat een volledig 
inzicht in de struktuur van de grenslaag verkregen wordt. 
De hoofdstukken 1 en 2 vormen een inleiding tot dit onderzoek. Hoofd-
stuk 2 bevat bovendien een aantal definities en eigenschappen voor asympto-
tische benaderingen. 
In hoofdstuk 3 wordt een samenvatting gegeven van de eerder genoemde 
publikatie van Eckhaus [5]. Hierin wordt het gedrag van funkties *(X;E) on-
derzocht, waarvan de limiet voor £ + O niet-uniform is in de omgeving van 
een geïsoleerd punt x- van de x-as. Het is mogelijk om door middel van 
nader te specificeren gegeneraliseerde limieten funkties te definiëren, 
welke in de omgeving van x^ een lokale benadering van * vormen. Men kan 
aantonen dat voor dit type funkties het aansluitingsprincipe geldig is. 
In hoofdstuk U behandelen wij enkele bekende singuliere storingspro-
blemen. De gebruikelijke oplossingsmethode wordt getoetst aan de resulta-
ten, die in hoofdstuk 3 verkregen zijn. Een belangrijk hulpmiddel hierbij 
is het maximum principe. 
In hoofdstuk 5 beschouwen wij, in analogie met hoofdstuk 3, niet uni-
forme konvergentie van funkties <Ji(x,y;E) voor E + 0. Het blijkt dat de 
twee-dimensionale theorie naast vele punten van overeenkomst ook enkele 
specifieke trekken bezit. Als voorbeeld wordt het ontstaan van een parabo-
lische grenslaag geanalyseerd. 
In hoofdstuk 6 wordt het ontstaan van een gewone grenslaag beschreven. 
Voor de oplossing van het eerder geformuleerde Dirichlet probleem wordt een 
asymptotische benadering geconstrueerd, die, zoals wij met het maximvun 
principe aantonen, uniform geldig is. Tenslotte wordt nagegaan in hoeverre 
deze oplossing van toepassing is op een magnetohydrodynamisch probleem. 
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STELLINGEN 
I 
In de grenslaag struktuur van een zeker magnetohydrodyna-
misch probleem kan men drie typen grenslagen onderschei-
den. 
Dit proefschrift, hoofdstuk 6. 
II 
De nauwkevirigheidsschatting, welke door Frankena gemaakt 
is van de asymptotische oplossing van een elliptisch sin-
gulier storingsprobleem, kan worden verbeterd, 
1. J.F. Frankena, A uniform asymptotic expansion of the 
solution of a singular perturbation problem. Arch. 
for Rat. Mech. and Anal. vol. 31 (1968). 
2. J. Mauss, Approximation asymptotique liniforme de la 
solution d'une probleme de perturbation singuliere 
de type elliptique. J. de Mechanique, vol. 8 (1969). 
3. J. Grasman, A linear elliptic singular perturbation 
problem. Report TW 121, Mathematisch Centrum Amster-
dam (1970). 
2 
III 
De parabolische grenslaag kan worden beschouwd als de 
limiet van een rij intermediare grenslagen. 
Dit proefschrift, sectie 6.U. 
IV 
Toepassing van goed gefundeerde aansluitingsregels heeft 
voor een aantal bestaande oplossingsmethoden van singu-
liere storingsproblemen tot gevolg, dat berekeningen kun-
nen worden vereenvoudigd en eventuele fouten kunnen wor-
den gesignaleerd. 
1. H. Bavinck en J, Grasman, Relaxatietrillingen, Syl-
lab\is 8, Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam (1969). 
2. Dit proefschrift, sectie 6.5. 
V 
De uitdrukking "stabiel op een eindig tijdsinterval", wel-
ke door Hahn is geïntroduceerd, is onbruikbaar. 
In het algemeen verdient het aanbeveling het aantal stabi-
liteitsdefinities beperkt te houden. 
1. W, Hahn, Stability of motion. Springer Verlag-
Berlin-Heidelberg-New York (196T). 
2. J, Grasman, Stabiliteit van oplossingen van niet-
lineaire differentiaalver-gelijkingen en het bestaan 
van Lyapunof funkties. Voordracht in het kader van 
3 
het colloquium "Niet-lineaire differentiaalvergelij-
kingen", Mathematisch Centrum Amsterdam (1968). 
VI 
Het is zinvol om bij het oplossen van singuliere storings-
problemen in de eerste plaats aan analytische methoden te 
denken, daar numerieke methoden slechts dan toepasbaar 
zijn, als men bekend is met plaats en vorm van de grens-
laag. 
VII 
Het verdient aanbeveling te onderzoeken in hoeverre toe-
passing van interaktieve rekenmachines kan bijdragen tot 
het oplossen van grensleiag problemen. 
VIII 
In hun leerboek fonetiek suggereren Van Praa^ en Monne in 
een illustratie dat 
a. de toonhoogte van een geluidstrilling bepaald wordt 
door zijn amplitude, 
b. superpositie een zich herhalende opeenvolging van af-
zonderlijke trillingen is. 
Een dergelijke interpretatie van een fysisch verschijnsel 
is niet verantwoord. 
H.M. van Praag en A.M. Monne, Manual de la phonêtique 
du fran9ais actuel, Thieme-Zutphen, pag. 6, 
k 
IX 
Het verdient aanbeveling om in het studierooster van exac-
te studierichtingen een cursus "rapportering van resulta-
ten" op te nemen, 
X 
De recente kwikvondsten bevestigen de verwachting van 
futurologen, dat de oceanen eens de grootste leveranciers 
van mineralen zullen worden. Met betrekking tot hun bewe-
ring, dat dit eveneens geldt voor de levering van voe^ 
dingsstoffen, is een zeker pessimisme gerechtvaardigd. 
Delft, 20 oktober 1971 J, Grasman 
